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1 RADIO MADE EASYI

Everyone knows what
radio is, but many people find It difficult to
understand how a radio receiver works. Reading itchnial books on the
subject is not always a help. The language of radio. 11114 the
understanding of technicalities. pn move difficult or even Impossible
a

without some memos background knowledge of the subject. So
will start right from scratch, plain language!

we

The !sending of sound It easy to understand. When someone speaks
sort of meinre wave from the mouth. This
he (or she) sends out
traveb through the 311 at approximately 335 metres per second, os
1.100 Int per second (the speed of sound) When a sound wave reaches
the ear of a listener (anyone who happens to be in the way of it), the
messuse wave Will set parts in the ear vitoatmg, the !signer being
transmitted to the brain and 'received' as an impression of sound a

Fig. 1.1.
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Re.° Construction lam Amen..
Soundinessure waves have another characteristic: their strength
decreases quite rapidly with distance. Doubling the distance between
'send, a. 'receiver' would result in the level of sound received being
one half).
reduced by one quortn.
The only effective way to increase 'distance of sending' or range is to

3

plIbile.IdareSS system nu, be heard, under favourable COIldItINIS.113 .

away as, perhaps, one mile-but certainly not much fuithet.Aho, wind
blowing in opposition to the sound .11 considerably reduce the range.
scone other method of transmuting
$o to inc.. range >till
the sound must be used-Fig. 1.3.

increase the strength of the original sound, by shouting, for instance.
although this will not gaily increase the range. (Remember that the
strength of the sound -pressure waves decrease in proportion to distance

times distance, or (distance)..) The other method is to increase the
sou,. waves

strength of the original sound by using a megaphone or Public"addrew
system. Both are devices which boost sound, known as amplifiers. A
simple megaphone is a mechanical amplifier. white a publIc.address
system Is an electronic sound amplifier, based on a microphone. ad

amplifier circuit, .d a loudspeaker-Fig, I.I.

ITOPHOWC

L'Aft.'&'1''

Fig.
I

I

11

To transmit sound tf.r bra distance, wet ate owl to

nnemphone and speaker teuriect, ate used al each eel.

ninOtortC0

Again the Original sound is directed into a microphone, which Is
connected by two wires to mot. microphone. Each microphone can
w:t <IIIICI as 3 microphone or speaker. Microphone A toms mod unto
electrical impulses, withids are tranandited along wiles to .clopho. 8

5.14.10-PPCSSAJOf

which

9)))
0.terEit

1.3

conoect two microphones Ina simple system. the mated... ran
also gawk as waken In the aural telephone croon. a separate

I

\1\111\11,1,1

Fig 1.2 To extend the ranee of sound transtnined. some font of
=Origin, dente can be tool

Here the microphone acts rather like the human at. being vibrated

by the sound waves, but turning this effect into electrical .pulses
rather than nerve pulses. These are fed to the amplifier, which
strength of these electrical signals. The
considerably magnifies
women signals are then fed to a loudspeaker, which works like
a

microphone M reverse. It is fed with electrical .pulses to set a
disphtagrn vibrating. which in turn generates a scund.wavc 'output'.
Because the incoming signal (Into the microphone) has been magnified
Of amplified. the sound wove issuing from the loudspeskm h eery parch
stronger than the otiljnal 'input' sound.
Such a system is still 1.ited in range. Words spoken into a

is

vibrated

to twit these impulsa into the °tip.] sound, in

other words, it h working as a speaker. If sound . now Introduced into
microphone 13, electrical impulses will be transmitted along the wires
back to A. which now acts a speaker.
The path.. advantage of a `wire. system is that once the sound is
turned into electlical impulses, these impulses on he transmitted ova
quite long distances without Featly diminishing in power. There will be
reduction in poxes with tiureasing length of wire, because all wires.

conductors of electricity offer some...ran. to the Nstage of el...
ame.. The >neater the wire length. the grew, the tesistance, and
thus the gloater the loss of electrical energy. T. will show up in the
'received* sound, being much weaker than the original.
Them are ways or compensating for this; for example. the inclusion

of a bat., in Ib circuit, to produce a mote Inns., microphone
cit.. (i.e. make the lectrIcal .pulses. generated by Me microphone,

Radio M. Emyl
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Radio is wIre.leas transmission (hence the origiml name,
electrical Impulses generated A a microphone ate sent directly through

=';`"`"

17475.7""

h. IA Better sound flantronsion off watt n atnvn by added
pawn los balMty/. An amp.. can also be introduced Into the
dfcull to boost the stfenph of Or elec.. impulse.
stronger). Also, if necessity, an amplInet can he included in the

circuit-Fig. IA.
&foie leaving this particular setup it is worth explaining that,
although two wires are shown connecting the two microphone/
speakers, the system will also work with one wire. But, since a

the air-and a, number of receivers can tune br to the same °pal at
the same time. The 'sender' becomes a Wade. station, each of the
Wieners wing a radio receiver to hear the broadcast signals.
But electrical impulses, generated by sound waves reaching a
microphone, cannot be Ant directly. In the absence of connecting wires

A the microphone, nothing will happen. The trick

Is

to Ain the

electrical impulses generated A the microphone Into a type of electrical
signal which wilt UPC' through the atmosphere (and even into space);
involving turning the electrical impulses into ratholrequeney waves.
VAVIIUM011.

singlewire connection annot complete a loop' for electrical currents,
some other 'common' connection is needed at each end. This can be a

connection to earth, and provides die 'tett. path... c.a.-Fig.
I.5. Them are disadvantages in such a system used for telephonic corn.
munication (which we have been describing), but the use of eatth as a
'common' connection h very useful in radio work, as win be seen

The earth may be 'real'-i.e. a connection to a physial earth, or
Sirtuar-le. connection to a common line in the milth circuit with no
oriental earth connection.
Telephonic transmission b possible over my long distances, but it
does need thterconnecting wile, and one or more 'switching centres in
index to be able lo connect one 'sender' to more than one .teceiver.. or
alternative 'receivers'.

a ETC.

FIK.E11[1,5 Nubia. OF CONIPLETC VAVCS Kg SECOND
Fg 1.6 A wreform is defined by Of %voting.- of now,
preferably frequency -and amplitude. Amplitude as merman of the
'power' ea strength of the wave.

PAPC1101.4C4/
SPEAXER

A wave

PrraVItirlf:
'CARO,

'EArtit,

CONNECT...I

CONNECrOft

nsteint ttan *poor owl

h simply

a

way

of expressing, in

physical form,

a

transmission involving energy. (A simple wave is shown m Fig. 1.6.) The
characteristics of the wave am defined by Its wavelength, At distance
from crest to crest. and by its amplitude or 'swing on either side of the
centre..< along which the wave tinning.
Instead of wavelength, however, It iS MOM conmnient to speak of
frequency, the number of complete waveforms produced per second.
Wavelength. frequency and the speed of the wave are simply related as
wave

Radio Mad. Easy!
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Wavelength (where used) A normally quoted m metres; frequency A
now quoted in Hot. (abbrevAted Hz).
All the sound and electrical waves we have considered so Ar have

been at mid. (en 'hearing) frequency (abbreviation AF). T. origin,
sound warm (which ate an audio frequency) ere converted directly Nth
electrical naves, and back again into sound waves, Al at the same
frequency. The complete range of audio frequencies Is from about
30 Hz (a very low, deep note) to around 16,00011z. The ear cannot
respond 10 frequencies outride this range, so they are not heard.
Neither, as we have noted, are any A in,se audio -frequency wave.
directly nanunistible through the air over , distance. mainly because
their amplitude decreases rapidly with increasing distance. Amplitude it
a measured the power Of .strength' of the new (think of sea waves for
a simple comparison).

Radio -frequency waver trawl with the o',of kthr. 300.00(
MiftS per second. Because of their high speed, their amplitude is At

leas modified by distance. Another diatinct.n A that radirefreque,
waves (abbreviation RF) are sent our in all directions from the
source -a characteristic of all electromagnetic radiation (unless con
'trained or 'beamed' M a position or direction by suitable reflecting
devices).
T. various radio waves are divided into ptegories. namely:

10-30 kHz
30-300 kHz
300-3,000 kHz
3-30 Mia

Very low frequencies, or VLF.
Low frequencies, or LF (long wave).
Medium frequencies, or MF (medium wave).

30-300MHz
300-3,000MHz

Very high frequencies. or VHF.
Ultrohiith frequencies. or UHF.
Supeohigh frequency, or SHF.

1.7
Fono of a wady RE ca.s wwvo which Is limismilled
sped. froqusocY.

To transmit sound-speech or music-a mictophone is used 10 turn
sound waves .to audio.ftequency (AF) elecuical waves. just as in the
previous systems described. Alternatively. these AF ekctrical waves can
be obtained direct from a disc or tape recording. etc.
This 'sound* signal is superimposed on the carrier wave belt.

transmitted. Instead of having a constant waveform (constant amp,
rude, al In Fig. 1.7). the combination of the AF esound. wave) with the

Orlin tenthu Ina wave something!. that silos.. Fig. 1.8. The 'top'
MICROPHONE

5=MNAS,SOLMO
TRANSMITTING
ERIAL

MAI frequencies, HF (short nave).

3.000-30.000 MHz

The LF range cocresponda to the 'long wavelength' band;
MF range covers
waveband'.

TRANSMI rifWG

the

'medium wavelength...and the HF covers the 'short

An =mediate problem miser. Radio waves (RF) cannot . heard. re
how can they be made to transmit sound^ The answer 1.1 surprisingly
simple: the tathobroadcast station transmits an RF signal correspond.,
to the particular RF freq., allotted to it -Fig. 1.7. This A oiled the
'camel% and since it will normally be well above 30,000 Hz it cannot
be heard (taunt possibly some sidoeffects in the form of e little

iii II"

11,1

CARRIER

RESULTI.,0001,1E0 CARRI ER'SIGNAL
RR

I.9

T. effect of superlommint an millmilmIMISM, 17E,

rifest on Me RF carrier is a modulated CA/riel...0 UNWII.0/1
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buluolon, a past of that varying energy wil/ appear in the .le as an
induct. current'. This current .11 vary wtth the same Irryuenrv, end
duplicate the same modulation, as the original ugna/s-Fig.
T. single kngth of wile, or acrid as It can now be called, is thus

probably being affected by dozens of different RF signals, each
inducing its own 'current image' in the wire; all these currents will be
extremely tAnute-far too small to measure. So the aerial is only the
starting point fora practical receiver: another example Al 'eleckorde
trickery' is tequised, namely a tuned circuit connected to the bottom of
the aerial-Fig. 1.10.

x
;s
a5

.1.

II
B

EARTH

Fig.

1.10

The addition of a bold elmutr le an aerial ptoduon

amplification of tipdtali

In the anial et one ftequency 0.11Y

tine modem frequency of t. lured 0r0.1.

A tuned circuit normally comprises a coil (which is fa; mote
efficient than a straight Wile for picking Ip induced comma). and 2
mpaclror (which acts as a stop or a break in a circuit foe .ect current,

but c.f. ahem., current/.
A capacitor alto has the imp. unt property, when combined with a
coil. of generating a greatly magnified Induced current at dte,rticulat
frequency known as resonant frevuen,.
This it a wry important factor A the behaviour of a tuned circuit.
Radio signals at that frequency, present A the aerial, will be greatly
magnified or amplified, while other signals at different radio fre-

mien.. will not. Thus, apart from picking up and magnifying a
paniculat broadcast frequency. the tuned circuit sinually tefects all the
other signal currents present in the aerial because they are 30 minute.
Since the resonant frequenry of the tuned circuit depends on the

Radio Construction for Amason
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value of the apse., and coil Induelanoe, a suitable combination of
values can . eakulaied to Ow maximum response (i.e. 'resonate') at
any parties., broadcast frequency. However. this would largely restrict
the scope of the receiver: therefore, one of the tunedritcuit compo.
vents is made variable in value, which meths that the tuned cite. can
row be adjusted to note in to a whole range of separate broadcast
frequencies.

One more step it needed to complete a basic receiver. The tuned
circuit, when adjusted for resonance. is picking up the ongh canter
plus sound signals, or modulated RE signals. M this signal cannot be fed
Meetly to a speaker (not being at audio frequency) it is fed through a

be 113 Eh !oak stays, MO.

makeups Omple

defector, which nerd . nothing more than a simple component called
diode-Fig. 1.11.
PAOCIPLATE0 NF

PR. WEED.. T

030E
ES

Fia. 1.11

A diode sat as a dace...

A diode n another stopgo device, which passes a.c. or d.c. m one

ctection. but stops current flow in the whet. T. effect of passing
modulated RF through a diode is to 'chop off. the 'top half of the
signal. leaving two separate components:one being the lop half of the
original carrier, the other a varying d.c. component, following exactly
the variations of the original AF
signal used to modulate the
carrier -Fig. 1.12.
T. output from a diode detector can, in fact, be fed direct to a
suitable speaker. which w0 respond to the varying d.c. signal, Wining
this into audible sound W a similar way as telephonic tranunissico-

Fig. 1.13. The RF signal lop half present will not effect the speak..

AM.. 0C-

IFOLL.PIG

1711 lel

III

rIOPrireg
SPINAL PASSED.

rnituToE 27,17itrand'alrcripon'd tall

1=1:77-

More output power can h obtained from a reccnv by
1.14
tairoOne one Oar more) strEer,1 of amplification after detection

is,.

Alhouth tt may be desirable to introdu. some further components to
smooth out poss. interference with she sound signal requited.
Such a basic circuit relies only on the tuned circuit for the amount
of amplification produced-and thus the volume of sound heard in the
speaker. Surprisingly, this .n be all that is necessary to hear a limited
nurnber of stations quite ckarly on a simple crystal set, using an
earpiece as a speaker. To protium better volume, however. it is a
relatively straightforwaid matter to introduce one oi mom stages of
amplification after the detector-Fig 1.14.
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2 THE LANGUAGE OF

=g1'n

RADIO
The following abbroiaffons are nomully used to designate co,

c

-111-

INDIKTANCE

BATTER.

neon, particularly on circuit drawings.
A
E

R

VR

Aenal; or current value in amps,

Earth: or potential (e.m.f).
Resistor (the different resistors in a circuit being numbered R
R2. R3 etc.. for individual identiffotion); or resistance.
Variable resistor or potentiometer (although sometimes
is dropped and just R used).

CO, wan mon OnST CORE

RANsFoR...ER

0100C

JE

Capacitor (numbered CI, C2, C3 etc.. in
circuit). Variat
capacitors are normally designated C. nor VC. Also symbol f
01,14111Cl.
CT Trimmer capacitor.
C

-*-- -)

TRANS.STOR

TV.E

TRANSISTOR NoA

TV..

a

Diode.
L
Coil (or inductance).
RFC
Radio -frequency choke.
T
Transformer.
TR Transistor, *Phone, there are alternauses used. e.g.,. VT alnd
D

T: also sometimes Q. If T is used for transistors, then TR is usied
for transfomiers.
FET Ficld.ef leer transistor.
Current.
IC Integrated circuit (module).
I

PC

Primed circuit or printedtircull board (PC board).

S or SW

Z

Switch.

eiton.ErFECT TRANSISTOR
1,1,.

2.1

Standatcl symbols uscol in sucutt dwpains with a/tetna.

it. in most

MSC <OW, tits symbols most Wely to bs found

on lima, Eutopenn nnd Rms.= ci.n.ildtagtann.
Components

diagrams

ale

also denfalated, and 044

identified. by symbols, and here again their aie some variations to be
found-see Fig. 2.1.
Basic quanti tie. ate meuured in units as follows.

Jack.

Resistance

Voltage or <.m.,

Cap a c itance

in ohms (f2).
in farads (F).

Impedance.

Inductance

in henrys (H).

12
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in ohms.

Impedance

Potential tit fferencr or ern.
Current
Powrr

volts (V).

f

m amperes (amps).

Walli 0.41.

these units ate often too large or too small to
Numerical values
expressed conveniently, when the following prefix," arc arced (rep,ge
sensing multiples

01

sub.multiples).

3 CRYSTAL SETS

Fmctot by which unit

h elix

Symbol

trep

M

it mulnpbed

/Aunt.
10x1111110 meinihotti

1,000.000

a 10.000000111

nv la

and

1.000

10 kit a 10.000

111000or 0.001

2 nth 12 mdbampti

The simplest type of radio receiver consists of an *MA, a tuned ctnall
and a detector-plus headphones to listen to the signals received by the
tuned OW.. it is generally called 2 crysialset because it 001kt on the
same principle as the very 02,11011 1.10 ittb, using a kadimkna crystal
and a 'cat's whisker' as a detector. The only real difference is thy the
crystal and cat's whisker have been replaced by the much mote efficient

a 0.002 amps

of

MCIV

1/, I,000.0;00
D

NOW

6 0,6 mktovolts1
a 0000006 'Mill

0.00000000/

not idth seed as
a pre. m basic

0.000000000001

alectIonlcf
220 pi- 1220 phinfamf
0.000000000220 fa

point -contact diode.

A simpk tun, circuit can be made by winding a toil of wire of

,dr

`Wore

the nod nave it often omitted when the inference is olin tout Thus rot
would he Mid.. an 10

10-1,1 toostm. Me

Asa simple guide. mega (M) and kilo (k) ate most usually fossand
de:tattling MO Y3111. Of WA" frequency and Petition

lout extent micro fp), ale most commonmy
Mllh (m), and to
associated with very low values of current or voltage, and pro.lad
values of Mductancer
a

Practical values of capacitors are tnvartably quoted in mIcrofattads
(pF) of picofarads (pF).
Note- components ate described in detail rn Chapter 11.

diameter and length (number of turns) to match the cepa.
range of a variable capacstor. The combination of cod
(inductance) and capacitance can then be admit, by turning the
variable 401,14l01 spindle to be resonant.. tune In to various broad
east frequencies. The signal which is tuned in it then pas. to the diode
which blocks the RI, content. 2. ratifies and ,22.3 on the AF content
specific

rt

s

citanm

to

the headphones, which transform these signals into audible sounds.

The tuned circuit can be combined with the aerial by winding the
cod on a fen', rod. Thy increases the inductance of the coil (reducing
the kngth of Wire requited), whilst the rod itself also acts as an aerial to

pick up the tad. signals. This is the type of 3.31 employed in most
domestic 12di0 receivers. However, wi. very simple sets working wrath
very weak signals, on external thnal may alio be required.
The peiforrnance of all umpk, low.powered meiven is, in fact. very
much dependent on rise efficiency of the aerial and tuned circuit. which
can be regarded as 11. ClItiCal part of the system. Performance can
perhaps be tmproved by experimenting with different aerial/tuned.
circuit systems. and by the addition of further circuitry. as explain, in
late, chapters.
15
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tapping point (2) cornea /3301 dote,

one end (I) than t. other (3).

bout buse shown In Fig. 3.2,
.t a panel a P bib
using a hac/naw.. .3 SCRUM 3 33, ORO, 33 shown, and .1a hole to
mount a minimum or smalEssze 500 pF variable capacitor.
rase

fYnlfE

SUR,

1100

11 TONS

Tung

woo.

natal ninths cod wound troth 311-1.w.a wire on a

Fla 3.1

diammet re.< ord.
Fig. 3.1 details the cautnactIon of a suitable coil fora tuned circa

matched to a ferrite rod of a in. diameter and abet 4 in. long ('sor

3.7.

Chapter 4 foe alternative toll windings on diffemnt rod stem). If a ea
purchased longer than 4 in., it can be used as it h. Or CM down by
marking around with a file and then betaking off the suepl. length.
Cut sewn I... lengths of gumstrip. Moisten one and wrap arouind
the

rod gummed side up. Now add about another half

a

Paxolin panel and rag strip for ay.. set Rt30.11,1

',ORME

ROO

dos

weappinp of similar length over the fuse, this tune with gummed s
down to foam a reasonably rigid tube. Make hue that the paper tube
'tiding fie on the fertile lad and leave to dey thotoughly (preferal bly
removed from the sod so that it cannot become stuck to et).
When the pa, tube is quite dry it should be rigid, when the c
windings can he applied. The wire to be used is 38w.w.g. enamel:
cop, wife, the number 38 tefeering to the actual diameter of the w ,11-2
ucording to elk standard wire gauge (s.w.g.).
Starting about
In. he (Tom one end of the paper tube, win, tilt

CAPAC1103
Fig. 3.3

wire carefully tound th< tube, with each turn tight against the c MIR
befehe It, until hateen full turns have been completed. Then mho

Layout of comps...am on Pim. pond.

The atrial coil is then mounted on the panel as shown in Fig. 3.3,
gluing Pb cod on to the Paso. with Iwo 01 tht. Pb, of sealing wax,
0, some other suitable adhesive. Notc the ferrite rod must be free to

loop In the wire, as shown, and cant' on winding, w. succeeding tut rns

tom... until fifty turns M all have been completed. The two lox
ends of the coil (the start and fmish) can be seethed Mlle a dab of

slide In the paper tube for 'inning' gd,uttnenti.

thnually any miniature germanium or slhcon diode will .

sealing wan whilst the projecting Mop can be twisted together (e.g. by

lor the detector. Rocommended types, which ate rexlily available, ate

putting a pencil through the loop and twisting up). Qte off the la op.
leaving about
In. peotruding from the main coll. bare the with en

OAS. I. GRX34.
0A70,0A7n. OAF°. ()ASS.
Earphones must . of high4rnixdance typo. which need not

1

and solder together. This (moo point 2 on the coil; the start IS point
and the end point 3-see Fig. 3.1. It .11 be easy to remember the RIR

be

expansive to buy. thd h hither ...dancetlse better the reception.

1
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The woing.up can be checked against the circuit diagram shown in

Fig. 33 (Ignoiing the components shown with broken lines). The wt
should now be 'working'.
In

areas

of strong

signal

strength. no extemal aerial of earth

necessary. Performance will, however, be
connections
improved in any area by attaching an aerial wire (whieh can be say thin
should

be

wiie. e.g. using the same wire as for the coil winding), of up to 160 feet.
The longer the aerial the belief the reception, provided it is led away

final the telnInef 10 as high a point 05 possible.

An earth connection may forther improve aerial performance. by
this we mean a camecilon to some conducior positively in conlaci

Ew. 1A

with the ground (preferably burled). an excellent example being a metal
wateripipe. Thus, if an moth connection Is found to be necessary (or
you ward 10 try One 10 Ste limy performance is affected), connect a

Wuvig connection. to compirm the rryf tai Set

Alternatively a deaf -aid type earpiece can be used, this will not give

Ilse

same volume or quality of temoductIon an headphones, but is a less
expensive component. This should preferably be of the Afghfnmedronet
oniapiefirtypo, with high sensitivity. My high -impedance earpiece r.will
suffice, but if of crystal type will require a resistor, connected across
to complete the circuit. Thls will reduce the amount dement flowring
through the easpkce and tower the limns. of Withal.
Wiring connections are drown in Fig. 3.4. End 3 of the aerial
(the end of the SO.tum coil) connects to one terminal of the tuntin,
capacitor. the aerial or hoe end of the tuned circuit. and the point to
which an external aerial is connected. The other end of the cod (end I)
connects to the other terminal of the tuning capacitor, from whichIan
additional wire is taken to the first tag on Ilse tag slop. This Is the
c

cattily' end of the tuned circuit, and the point to which an eider nal
atal is connected. Leave plenty of slack wire between the 0.1 t and

wile from the 'ear .rig' tag on the receiver toe tOnVenien1 waitopipe.
This question of obtaining a gaol aerial and earth is a most
0
important One in Stein of pool SIyand strength. Ur., Up to
television aerial Is often a good plan, since 7V aerials arc also usually
mounted at WO as possible. If bare Wire IS used, II is also important
that the upper (free) end of the aerial is not made fast to something
which could produce an earth connection (e.g. a damp tree), or at least
is suitably insulated from such a support. String is not an efAcient
imolai.. that, too. can conduct when wet.
Quite good remits are often °Married by using the mil, of a bed as
an aerial, in which case an earth connection h usually not necessary.
Sometimes. t00, When Other attempts 10 yield a good Signal strength M

CI

tuning capacitor.
The other connections are then as follows:

(i) Tapping point of the coil wire bared and connected to the
wcond tag.
(3) The diode also soldered to thls same tag, and to any other f

tee

lag

(th) Headphone (or empiece) leads to the 'earthing tag, and to the
'free' tag to which the above diode has been connected. All
connections should be made with soldered joints.

N.. 33
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the aenal have faded, connecting the aortal side of the tuning col

good earth (a wateripmel can mocha. better moil. die normal
connection being left off.

Tuning
The [mover

is adjusted as follow's. Tum the tunuig capacitor to
close the vanes, then open about half a tum on the mindle or kno
you ace using a trimmer as a tuning capacitor, smew tight dowr
then open half a turn.)
The tuning coil should now be slid up and down the ferrite tod
.11 leads wme left a rattly long time to glue the necessary free.
movement) until BBC KaMo 3 is heard.
It may by necessary to slightly abet the adjustment by the vat
condenser to tu. in to this programme. Also, because of the feint
Will the set will be directional, that is, the signal strength teceiver
depend to some extent on the direction in which the aerial r
pointing, so position the set to Mck up the maximum volume.
Having esublished the best pmition of the tuning cedlon the

receive BBC Radio 3.. permanently with a dab of sealing wax.
should then find st possible to tune in to further stations by alterin
setttng of the variable capacitsx -e.g. typically Radio 4 in then
middle of the capacitor travel and Radio I towards the other end.
Any roception you get will almost certainly be very swak and In
you hve ch. to a htuailmst station) you can really feel satisfied C
it
get any station at all at audible strength.
surprising
unnetinies. even quite distant stations can be Iva, Also you can

imptove the t.eption and listening strength by quite simple m.
theseTry.
in order:
cations.

II) Connect a 1.000-pF 03,9.0100.$ the headphone (cup
connec

(C2 m Fig. 3.5).
(ii) Instead of connecting the external aerial directly to

t

<Inuit. connect one lead to a 220-pF apse., and the

end of the capacitor camit to the Ur' end a frt
eif.11 (CI ln Fig. 3.5).
(I. Instead of consuming the external aerial to the tuned by
connect ro fir e tapping point of the coil (lag to whici
diode is a. connected). Try
direct connection. and
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tED

ttES

Fat. 3.7

Citnat 3. (130.11C1

Amptinttanon.

ES

With die addition of two more components. Circuit 2 can be modified
to work the transistor both as a detector and an aMptiritt, tO
rip 3.6

Curt. 2. Ctyatal ter wins tranaittof thtlebd of abode.

stronger signals through the hesdphonro. Using the same transistcv type
as above lot near-ecrulvalenfi resirior R should . 15 k and capacitor C3
1 pF or higher.
This

Chit 2 (Fig. 3.6) is idernkal to Omit 1 except that. insteac of a
diode, a transistor is used as a detector. Only two of the transistor leads
are connected -the emitter (e) connect. to the tapping part caf the
coil, and the bast (6) to the 'earthy' end of the citcult. The tolllector

lead of the ttansistm

is

ignored (bend it out of the way so tlhat

it

cannot accidentally short out the other leads).

You can try almost any type of low-cost AF transistor;
mended types are 0C44. 2N370. 2N37I.

reCCOM.

time

a

battery

is

also

requited 10 SUpply pCnver

the

transistor to work as an amplifier. This can be front 1.5 V up to 9 V.
Remember the rules for polarity of connection: those shown in Ftg. 3.7
are for a p-n.p tninalS.: an n.p.n transistor would need the battery
connected the opposite way round. Battery polarity alto affec.
connections of CapaCilOt C3 (if an electrolytic or polarised type).
EXnelinten1 .1htt by Trying Ille effect or Wing additional
capad ton in We c110311. e.g. Cl. 220 pF, C2, 0.001 PF
°filet y'altio
as war. ca. 0.001 pF (try other values at well).
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4 MORE ABOUT TUNED
CIRCUITS

=WI
Da. 3.8

Tlds circuit

The basic combination of a cal of certain iniluelanne connected in
the loon of tuned it.wn used in
parallel with a variable capacitor
is

CVecv it 4. Double diode crystal.

mcorporates 'voltage doubling. to improve the

signal

volume and should give bettet performance titan a singk diode ci
3t the
L and CI are the usual tuned cir.it, but on unusual feature is

mum
aerial A connected to the coil tapping point. MY tYl. of germ
sure
diodes c. be used (they should preferably be the wort). mak.,
rysta/
mi.
A
high-Unpedanct
c.
to connect them the I i011 W2y
earpiece must be used

Cap.. values ate, C2, 220 pF (this capacitor can be o.t. d-try

with and without in the circuit); C3 and C4, 1,000 pi.
coil L
The optimum tapping point for the serail connection to the
'), but
A best found by trial and ertor (see Chapter 4 on 'Tuned Citcuits'
m the
fro+
a nom. wk.-11rd tapping pWnt

most radio r.eivers, from simple crystal sets upwards. The tunurg range
of such a C11,}111 is determined by the respective values of impedance
and capacitance used. At the same time, the resistance of the coil can
have

a significant effect on Qte ieleenviry of the circuit, so that

frequencies rejected.

In the simple tuned circuit used for the crystal set of Chapter 3, the
aerial is connected to the upper 01 1101 end of the coil, the 011141 end
of the coil being eastlied: the diode is connected to a tapping point on
t. coil. Performance may well . improved by adjusting both the
aerial...et:ling point and the diode.connecttng point, as shown in
Fig. 4.1.

the set should wotk at

'earthy. end.
This set can Aso be tried with conventional tunerhcircuit cotia piing_

aetiA to the top

fh

/I

particular broadcast frequency is tuned into sharply, with other nearby

47;AVZ:rtrar*'".

od L. and diode D2 connection In the

tapping point on the coal.

:auttrEtth.-

11,4.1

Tit cuffe tM varywathessintins
75

IR worked -out example using this formula is given [atm.) This is Nord
on the Illfm Of the COO being closetwound. in enamelled Coropef wife.
)

xL

)

3a6Z1"3g1liEi

10406 falddel

30144, NU 6, 111.e

of steno oar,

The more usual loins of this formula is.

A'. number of run.
L = coil length in Mthos.

111111111

whete R

pl., 11, 3164 ,63111 3400 X111,4164 Xta3 3330

1. This

cot! radlus in incites.

9R;4,70:

inductance. microbenries

of the

111

dmlaplos 1103

uonoos postu 311 01U1 3411/4 SUIP3UU03.4110, IIIIE 11,114C 3111 U0
oamq duppod Oq paqumstra aq Ut3 10110d iluiddrt tumM11d0 'E',

d ends

-F*.

In att.:used milli, die inductance thn be calculated with reasonable
aCellfley limn the diameter and number of turns (see also Fig. 4.4)

&011,0113110.36061 1130416d43 KII61,4164 64, prnpumm pus UMIOOS

raised

61111

IMO Suttadrdpurs s0 Smdetos Kq pa, oq 1164 sdupotmo

patuotuao 1143,1 away dins 1111,

windings).

:It two

31111301

large

10 ,0041,, J0 SOU, 1111

11

4,1113&6& 10 pit, r UO ,U0,14161 01 131343 SI Jmatomp
)0 ,04 ,41041, u 111311413dti JO 4d.4 3,1 101

/141116,31

,31,3

in .11

kliould not moth in shutting oul more than a few ruins at these points.
which will not greatly modify the cod mthmtance if allowed for in the
initial winding (e.g. add five or six turtu to the sleuth numbei of

330d Stockist apt, 3, 11311.1 133, 443) 11m114114011 3,1)0 381160

tuning

I,. 4 3

Coniimellon

Alr..coted send coil

I 3111 3, pus 'patomt oq pus It" 213011103 4161 JO 431031/101
343/60, 'aunts otp mamas 1104 3111 U0 1111111 JO 13,111111 ,1130,

rf. the

Is the

=1" -

9.o-00poa0034 apom alp , POod doublet

4,11,1

strijnal

toalp 23130 .1104 3111 JD 11Ui 4313 IC VW, 11011,11 10 .630,041
31Ao.d oq U114,702.1 x116134,, 311011 11311, 111,311,001 JO 11311 3111

Jed by

,

i with

110,11/6, 1,1,3 31, BO 2,1t141 .41 pa, aq ot rag pap) ,mod
16363 3,6 I103 011,16.43014 C 110 .01401 11,

V

31

3110,111104

3311 , snood &odds] tun ,do Impt,
op reads pampas .0 atuadro 3111 to .61,113433 000ld, put poo

diode

up the
ength.

toot., apom 31, dmddra
,,tdolar
4111 m 330,1331,5 poon,
arnrooM tpduans 18311213 346414,
11033. 3111 sporotot 'mod lutddet opom ayt Suuout

thode

t. This
id will

113

apom aq», pood Studdri tuntoodo ur >q orp mos "U
300613311133UU03,36 tuntundo a, aonpoul ppo

nation

uoumad, .tpSuopr pulp 33,311, Alcmpatas aoosduo moo,

end)

II111/64,

aerial

3111 spostom) 1,04 4111 UAW, 13001 'mod Iltoddri

6

of

o, dtmoouuo, tpora of omip motor otp m pannoto souiumu
m m ague, loud aq Aldo prop, 0111 to .41.4043,36 otp inq
trapml atit ao12 pp m, puo jot, otp m poor otp Supoottu,

te soil
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at 1,S00 kHz

u silo)
=

29

M.'

0.0001 x io (=pp..)

At one end of the capacitor tuning mop where C= 50 pF, inductance
L required is:

0.0001 x 10.
500

, 4.4 Aireorcd cod dew p.m...

200 ofi

The actual J./T.1er of the wire is not ugnificant, provided

tit

le

coil

inch). The form vats u
diameter is reasonably large (e.g. venter than
smaller.diameter
moored
cosh,
or
fa coils wound on
not valid
1

Al the Other end Of the CapaCOC. Inning fang! where C = 500 pF,
inductance L requited is:

0.001 x 10°

femite rod.

The typical tuning capacitor has a rating of (about) 50 pF up to
150 pF or 500 pF. The relationship between tuning or tea anent

SO

freguerter and Inductance and capacitance lc
10.

rcsonanl f"""`Y(nx
where

=20001
Using a I.. coo diameter (0.5.. radius) and a M0I.510 of 1.5 in -

x

N

L = inductance in mictchenries (pH),

-4.5
j((.

IS) x
0.5.

200)

C = capacitance in picolarads (PO.
N./ 15,600

Thu is mote conveniently ventten as a solution fut the prodsact of
=

Inductance and capacitance required...

Lc

x

125 -tam air.sred coil of this site should be about
In other Ovoids,
right for covering the medium waveband, matching a 50-500 pF

IOra

gr..

For the medium waveband the range of frequenoes to be cove
SOO to 1,500 Ufa. Thus, to encompass this tan., the products of LC
required are:

125

variable capacltaa. Tapping pow (or diode =mecum) would nominally be onedfird of the coil kngth from the 'earthy' end.
Au -cored coils can also be designed in this way fog 1011../aVe
coverage (more turns); of short-wave reception (less tutus), which is not

likely to be so good because of the low efficiency of the col.. Also, al

at 500 Mx
LC

=

X

(95;,y7::

10..

0.001 x 10. (approx.)

higher frequencies the resistance of the capacitor is also significant, and
so simple calculation of coil size is no ion, Valid.
tuning coil Can be expressed in terms of the
She efficiency of
magnification of the menial signal received, when tuned to rCSOnatIOC,
a

More Meow Tuned Circuits
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10-12 TI1.15 r RON

redolence. The magnifte Alton
s higipQ :oil is
produced M a resonant MOM u referred to as the
decreases

and

with increasing cod

thus desire* for maximum performance and dice., ai id

t71,1.,C,73XT

is

octet
edentially 3 10,[3313t3033 OM. For WS 133500 11163,
nano
36,0330 coils, using thicker wire, are more effective than sr
313!

diameter coils wound front thinner wire (since wire redolence Ina C3.3

1

Ejir
,

with decreasing diameter).
Equally, the Inductance of a wound coal can be increased by M nding

magnetic4ron core, such as a krt. rod. Much sr none,
it
the
be iced, requiring km turns, to moduo
diameter coils
over

TO MATO. 9003! TUN. CAPACITOR

tesist

and

thee.

Ft, 4.6

Because the act./ inductance produced is dependent on the . and

characteristics of the core materiel, windinp for ferrite -rod Melak
cannot be calculated, and are based on empirical rent., or opt mum
try 1.1 and error.
winding
Common duo
,.in. diameter
a4n, diameter
On. diameter

ferrite rod evadable are.

60

.e
enamelled cop, wire. Normal tapping points are onexhifil
encl.
It
A
a
simple
matte,
to
experiment
with
different
earthy'
winding-e.g. adding more lures to extend the .v.n.rkusth upwards

BO

55

OO

hip. 4.5
/yd.

medium.wave wit wind', fax these thi.

standard fettitexod diameters ate given in Fig. 4.5, all windings being

nix. 1033( frequencies). or reducing the number of turns to extend the
wneeiength
misuons).

\ SO TURNS TOT33.335W O. WIRE

0

Medium were winding (01 a refine dab.

A long length enables maximum adjustment of coil position (a way
of trimming* the aenal) and, also, additional cwls to be Mcosporated
on the wine rod, A the CT,CLIII needs them (e.g. for multi.waveband
cods). But it is the diameter which fealty determines the wind:,
specification.
Recommendations

kngth 33 in.
lengths 4.5.6 end 8 in.
lengths 4, 5, 6, 8 thd 10 in.

0

,

... TURNS TOTAL. MOP 10 SAM..

a

inductance required-both reducing the length of Wilt

31

70

TANS 1033,.,36 SW Gw nPE
R 65 TURNS 1033,..53 SW

W

Medionl.ware snul to 41 ruldings on three dm of fano

coverage

downwards

. high.frequency

trans.

Ferrate -core material n also available in slab form, which is often
etWer to accommodate Ina small ICKIWI .33. A typical ferntexlab
sot A 2), in. long by
in. wide, with a thickness of in. or kss. A
typical winding specification is Mown M
Generally. the long waveband should be <timed by douNrog the
number of turns used foe the medium waveband. Reducing the number
the medium waveband down into
of tun's shifts the coverage out
Ihr trawler band (SO m) and .topbancr (160 ink For shortw-ave
cowiage very few lions indeed will be needed perhaps less than half 3
down -and the optimum number can only be determined by: careful
experiment.
Separate coals fw the vanous wawbanch to be coveted can be

.d connected to a comm.
accomnAdated on the vine (mite
tuning capacitor via a waveband switch -Fig. 0.7. Ilus is the =A

33
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1.014(4,11WECOIL

efEDUEZ,wa.A

Mg aA

toote indoctou eoplow with scoriae tumuli...

procedure with an elaborate receiser circuit and domestic 13.0S, but is
seldom satisfactory with the simple, circuits because of the tuned.
circuit chanciest.. (1.e. the need for meticulous adjustment to get

optimum remits for , single waveband courage).
All the cal COSISHUCtiOlIS SO far described arc bawd on single
windings (covering a specific waveband) with a tapping point fur the
output (diode connection In the case of simple teoivers). The

therm. form is to provide indurrirr coupling for the output

in the

I,. of an overwinding which can comprise foe 01 010/G turns of the
lame gauge wile used foe the main winding-Fig. 4.8. The optimum
Ftg. 4.7

Loo, and medium..., et. cod connected to um,.

change

number of toms for the overwinding depends un the degose of coupling
tenoned. which M turn is influenced by the characteristics of the

following circuit. The position of the coupling coil on also elect the
pc novena although usually it is best positioned sno the 'earthy' end

EL. UtiCAL 01.3.4m
4.8

aerud coil.

Fig. 4.10 Tranaforiner coupling kovetn turxd mom! And nevi
lime of receiver.

Radio Construction for Assures's'',
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are

of the main cal. 13.h num.: of turns .d couphnippoil potillm
subjects for expenmental adjustment to obtain optimum results.
Sometimm a coupling coil is wound on the ferrite rod, separate
the aerial coil. providing a loose coupling Fig. 4.9. Regeneo

reCCOCTS often make use a .1. form

10111

rove

coupling for introdu <Mg

'feedback' into the 110IO Of the citcuit (see Chapter 9).
the

Inductive coupling is also called transformer coupling. since

principle of passing amens generated . one coil into zoo.. coil r t the
same. With tratufmmet coupling (Fig. 4.I0) the *vial coil hat no

5 AMPLIFIERS

5

tapping point, .d is an alternative to direct coupling. where the next
stage of the circuit is connected directly to a tapping p.m on the
There is a third method of coupling which may be used Mk /Men
radio cit.it -capacity coupling. !fere. connection het. Wen
stages in
a

the stages (e.g. to the tapping point on the aerial coil) is made throw igh *
capacitor, which isolates Ili! two 51,5 as far as d.c. how is conce fond

(only a.c. will pass through the capacitor)-Fig. 4.11.

characteristic of a tranustor that R works as an amplifier of
signals. In . meat widely used mode or connection of transistors for
such duties with input and output circuits both connected to the
emitter (common -emitter mode).. degree of amplifiatron Or current
transistor. T. is given a hs, (or
pin is ca/led the .10. (a9) Of
static forward current ratio) In MU.. characteristic data (SC! also
It

is

a

Chapter 7).

A bran tran.11310( 3M,VICt nrcvit is very simple- a.. Identical for

a pop or np-n transistor, except for ...try polarity -see Fig. 5.1.
Virtually a, low -power AF IfInlISIOr Can be used in this circuit. The
bin frau°, (R) must have a value providing a collector current not
rating for the transistor used, the
exceeding the maximum
actual current Rowing in the collector circuit also being Mflueneed by
the voltage of the battery.

firs, 4.11

ahss

capacity coup. aehaxen ,tined <neon and neat stage

aaysroR

of remain
Again

the

optimum

value

for

the

capacitor

depends

or

circuits being coupled. To couple an aerial c alto
characteristws of
the next stage in a receiver, optimum values can vat>. from ZOO pF to
10 siF. In gent.. though, s 14.11 value gins best results.
for
Direct. transformer, and capacity coupling are alteinauve s
to
the
the
tuned
COW,
connecting any two stages in receivers-not just
IWXI nags.

ea,

the

13..o.TRMSISTOR

n -o -n TRANSISTOR

Bum aimpldier azcuth was um& current Wan. tic d
5.1
go* resistor.
Fit.

37

Amplifier,

Fig. 5.2 shows the complete malt fora simple Al' amplifier of this
type, coupled to the 'front end' of basic cyst, set. The detector
ioutput) Is coupled to the amplifier via capacitor C2, a notable value
a

fth on&
Eq. 5.2 Omar 5. Cry Lal
Anv RE eransiftet can be sed for IR

trq which would be 10pF or high. (e.g. 30.25. 30. 40 or 507,):
capacitor CI (0.001 AF) may not be necessary. The output bad in the
,ollector circuit O formed by high.impcdance phones.

+tave

amS.Re.onn

Note that the polaity of the battery used to power this circuit is
important (as fu as the transmit,' connection it concerned). also the
elecnecnons to do diode and C2. (which will normally need to be an

trolytic type to provide the highepacity value required). With an
transistor the battery polarity would be reversed: and also the
mode and electiclytic capacitor connections.

PHONES

A suitable (prefesred.value) resistor would thus be 4.7 k.

4.63022
0.175
For 5.1 01(111, 6. Cryslal sec .1111 no mgt. or amiatka,on
Ccmponvol .awes matching OCT, .72 or war equivalent roe

TR1 and TR2

Taking the maximum gain. and 175 mA as a 'safe' working
for the collector cuirtni.

81.606,01i

hpc

82,4.7,
83.22k

C1.0.001 aF

C1.1tor 10,
C3.8 et 10,

Km." vOilage 6 tog V.

The same type of circuit
amplification. if required.

can

ho

used

to

provide

additional

by adding another amplifier stage
(CE,, 5.3). The second amnia)n stage can be identical to the first or
hued on a higherpower Inmostor taking the higher output present and
providing even greater gain. The load in the output (collector I of the
fint amplifier stage O provided by a resister (110) (which should be

= 3011,90

IAA- 250 nIA
where 4. is equal to. or prefetably less than. the specification ligu
max.
b
and
Assuming that an 0072 tumulus is lxmg used,
voltage is 9 V. specified figures ate.

4E.
,

about the same value as the phone resistance, 3.3 to 4.7 k), and the two
stages coupled by a capacitor (C3). Value of 123 depends on the second

R.Pth

4
baticry voiuge

:;:or'cutnt

transistor used, and may be anything from 130 ft to

1

kit: capacitors

ca/culated as follows,

Knowing die transmit charactetistics, a suitable value for R
36
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Fog.

SA COW, 7. Arnold, foe town,. outpul

eke

R2. )3t

11,;: AUNO
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Amplifies
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3.5
Subdued bias dr.. for ttamistos
p,c.11 value% lot lowimedaimpower traninton

=ph,: n.e.

C.8ot 10,

)(1,22k
K7.101.

or 30 uF
C,
loudoporker.110 n
II

R3.

k

1

stabilized circuit is that it makes the
further advantage of
dependent on the chatacteFiitics of
petformance of the amphfiet
individual transmots, which can thffer appreciably even lot the same
A

C2 and C3 can be 10 08 or Luger (20 08 up to 50 or IOC uFl.
electrolytic,
A mace compact two -stage amplifier circuit is shown A Fiss. 5.4.
dues,
This may Prow capable of operating a small 80 SI loudspeaker
although the current drain wi0 be quite high.
Alternatively. thin or foul sups of ampitlication using low-

a

it pe. Capacity couphng betuven stages should bc used since this makes
each itage independent as tegatch ivotkmg, Father than tnteridependent.

transiston, fallowing a bask Al'o end crystal set. should pvoid&
enough power to drive a small loudspeaker at the fmal OWN, toough
a suitable supdown transformer, A monde an impedance mats ch (see
Chapter 6).

amnia of dm type have the important Ihn:
that performance of die transistor(I) will tend to vary with In miterethe possibility A 'thermal runaway' deve.
lure. There is
Simple

which can destroy the tranustor(s), because as the external tempt
increases the collector current also tends to Increase, which

tum

t

uses a forther increase in junction temperature, so the offfect

is

cumulative and goes from bad to wone,even to the point of robeling the
transistor

completely.

It

b posuble to overcome thb uoul ble

by

arranging for . circuit to be aelf-busing tar d6. stabilized so that a
constant operating collector current u pron., regardless of Irainsistor
ol
type or temperature variations. In other words, the waiting p
the collator circuit is stabilized.
r

I

3

b

(Nrcun

1,4,11211,0%<1

Practical IIVO.Stlf[ ampbrir u,in, .0 /0./
Inntiston. ISec Chapter 7 for detesmnutxm or

8

malcAlng component valueg.1

40

To sc.',

Amplifiers

Radio Construction for ...strum
the original bias rennin is spht into two si paraw

91

cahles RI and R.7 (see Fig. 5.)). A further bias resistor (R3) is pplied
RS
durctly to the entitle, In parallel with 3 CapaCII01 (C) IP a 1
on
and d
by.pass for AF currents. (Transistor bias requirements.
truths. characteristics, are given in Chapter 7.)
with
A receiver design incorporating two stages of ampbficatio
F
sub.., circuits following crystal set front end it shown in a batic
fai as it 0 practical to go with such
This, in fact. is about
re gam
circuit as, although additional compkie stages will pronde mu
I

In the circuit vnll al. be

and greatet final output power, deficiency
31 end.
aggravated -notably lack of sensitivity and selectivity us the fro
n
from
modifying
the
circuit
deug
Such deficiencies ale nett tackled by
the simple 'crystal set detector' basis.
ills siage(s) also provides a convenient point to i
Ths
volume control into the receiver circuit. This takes the fort

<or;

potentiometer which n ieplace one of the bias tension, of be placed
the first st age of
the flow uf die untent alto

in series with

5.7. Thu will muoduce minimum thstorticin mei
the volume con. mtge.
On Iowpowet recenitn which , satisfactory reception sit)hout an
sem..
external aerial, a volume control can be an unnecessary Term

fetrite aetial has thleettOnal characterisiics,therely turnsing the
set one way and the othei will thoduce changes in signal strength
Since

Fig. 5.7

Coma 9. Two-Kts. ,Insplaiet wgth oluine conuol

Boo: pre-aropliner cucusts Tbc tuna.. 1110 mtur be
traniMors ,hoen
thew dusrarnt if Rp-n
sn RF type:
uan.ton are uRed. the battery NUJ, rnua hemmed.
Hs. 5.8

Pre.arttplifieet
A preamplifiet Li designed to amplify Ognals between the tuned cocuit
arid detect. stages. The main difference Ls that the tranustoi(s)
selected must be an RF type sinceI is handling RF tignals at this stage.
Colieiwisc by basic circuit is sinulai to that of an AF amplifier --ace
S.R.

777e Ourput Sr,
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A more economic way of producing satisfactory output power is to
employ a single llaRtastot ifrirer working a complementary pan of
ttan11.11019 (an rap n and a penp selected with snatched characteristics)

in push-pull configuration. The output power obtained from anal, of

transition in pith -pull is considerably more dian double the power
obtained from a singe trans/slot of the same type. With '(lass Lf
operation the transit.: are biased to nearly cutoff, so the only a

42
6 ep. 6.1
Ilauo llatt A output TR et output tianuotot coloop
art ampler. 1 outlyeaket impedance it nutobeel to output load

marginal current from under
conditions. Push-pull outputs
ay, however, also be designed for 'Clan AB' operation, with rather
higher cu tent drains.

Banally, distortion A lowcti with Class A operation. whilst Class B
operation provides

the

lowest current

drain but introducet

the

RA

output cit.. incmpotanng ttansformet couplmg to a lousbpealset.

that collect. cutrent always lloos. Fig. 6.1 shows a basic Class A
power 3 loudspeaker Mier, usbig a minimum of components. A typical
circuit of this type was shown in Fig. 5.4. usmg a higivpin
transimot for TRIt and
poott nanostot for TR2. The main
dimdvantage of such a itttup is the relatively high current drawn by the
citcuit.
Single transistot outputs work with 'Clam N operation. which mcans
that the values of bias and signal voltage applied to the transistot ensute
a

By a 60116R1P choice of transistors. dm amp.. St!,

b

Sed lo
Cscuit /0. Push-pull output TR1 et the Iltors. TR2,
6.2
TR, the push -pull amphtles

6 THE OUTPUT STAGE

TR2, ACI 28
umplsmrntary par
TR3, ACI76
Loudapuakst. 3 tt fl tt

RA, lk

TALK.

8I.68
R2. I
R3,1

R3,1 k
CI. 5 RE

Ct, 2300E
07,30 aF

Ouraur Szsgs
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mA or barks is required OUgher still foe larger speakers, of course). At

other extreme, about 10µA represents. for most people, the

the

threshold of audibility in high -impedance phones; and 0.1 mA a normal

minimum for comfortable listening and ready identilieatim of sounds
in headphones. For easy liskning .00 high -impedance phones, an
audio output power of up to 0.5 mA Is desirable. Higher signal leach
will tend to ....amp headphones but can, of course, be reduced by
fitting a volume control.
Typical characteristics of headphones, earpiaes and loudspeakers

Headphones

High -impedance type, d.o. reahlanu 2,000-4.000 12; typical impedance 10.000 SI (at

1

kHz).

Low.impedance type, (I) d.c. resists°. 15 R. typical Mmedance 80 SI
(at
I

1

kHz): (II) d.c. mister). 80 CI, typical impedance 120 tl (at

kl(s).

Earpieces

1.. 6.3

ilighgnspedatice type, do. renitence 2,000 IC typical impedance 7500
12(ot 1 kHz).
Low.impedanct type, (I) de. resistance 451, typical impedance 15 fl
(at 1 kHz); (i) d.e. resistance 14 it, typical impedance 60 n (at
kHz); hill doe resistance 60 Sl, typical Impedance 250 SI (ot

Cbmo 11. NM -pull output with itantformer counting

1R1 a the diner, TR 2. TA). A D140 or AD149. Typical component
R1, R2 to match TRI (depending on type

R),1 k
R4,100

0.5,4.1k
86.10

C2.50,
C3. 50,

of

u.d/

1

00,

1

T1. p.p.{ ttentfonnet
12. output nem:Porn.

kHz).

Loudspeakers
Typical d.c. resistanoe 3 f1; ypical impedance 8-16 Sl.

possibility of crowser distortion being present, wInch can be °screw
offers
by applying s slight forward bias to each transistor. Clkis AB

seame

common. between the two.
6.2
Two types of basic push-pull output circuits are .own In Figs. f
and 63. one with direct coupling and rise other using tiansfonsnes

It will be °brims from study of these figures Was 1ov/impedance
a loudspeaker will be a mismatch
Phones, a low -impedance ea piece.

inpu t) and tot the
lifiloudspeaker. The coupling transformer can moside oddltional ampl
canon: an output nansfoner, on the other h.d, is invariably ra

coupling, boils Interstage (between driver end puth

rcd
sinpdown type to adjust the loudspeaker impedance to the req.
and
Both
types
of
circuit
have
then
advantages
s
output impedsnu.
for simpler MCGiVtil 1111...6tOr ChMirs Art

disadvantages,

usually twinned.
to
Much alto depends on the requirements of the teeth.. Thus
t

AS
operate a smolt loudspeaker successfully sn outho pour, our,' o

H. 6.4

Laud batman, tis output transforms.

77te °moue Stage
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Simple tone contras.

An adequate measure of time control can be tealited by connecting
variable resistance (potentiometer) and fixed capacitor in series across

0,01BUO, 000.1.

the primary terminab of the output transformer; or directly terms the
speaker, as shown in Fig. 6.5.

Thi, in effect, forms another tuned circuit, the resonant frequency

of whkh can be altered by adjusting

01111.11,03 31111001.,

loA
aq 1100 01101 item, etp .seen,eadun peo, indino pannbei s>yln

,eunedosee UN
aeashrs 0,9

000'01
ODO.OZ

l'I'l

waySito U.51

000.0,
000.0r
000.0i

0.10.101.

Jet

I.P.

JOf

..mas

I St

oats= u.,

000.0T,

Jlt

eserei

000.0i

Iv) aloe,. pro,
lonno noonnbi
;311

jeeiddi owns
Awyasew w) MOlOsnne 1,1 pus sops, Jetwojeuell
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enospedur, faecal:Is $o

min u! peonbel extepedun
Apere Ff 1R111031111111 art

pro, In.*

suoyd)(

1,411.01 011111 $01.1 ayj

.0 11,,-3,10,11S
01 fdepuoaec 4111 of

out pepeuuon ee 11,0
Indeno paslnbas asp opuokl wyl 1,,ojsuan
paldno±Rpa>npulPeo,
Aestuud eta 'peen aq Ism (eatuso)suan ind,no) Jeweoj
e peo, enuopeduoordp, v euennbol indmo
-suer umop.dels Suppiew
ampeducen, dopkue of
n,en $eeredepno, s lo melts. soungd
10 5311011,7 a>uap>dun mol

,

'(sd.P Odin. )01m m,, epode, jo ,sow jo asn

eye m es) pas, a.s.produo.y9, a

,echo ue cm einpinoe ,

LI/00007,0( 00,100110100 aptl

se t iNg of the potentiometer to

favour of raise the treble a bass N the output signal by. effectively.
additional amplification. The tone control on a domestic receiver is
usually of this form-the knob controlling a potentiometer connected
um series with a fixed capactot .10 the attput transformer. Typical
441.44444re: potentiometer, 0-5 k; fixed capacitor, 0.1

91,
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7 TRANSISTORS, BIAS
AND STABILIZATION

Fig 7.2

artangements for ...ors arc shown in
The two conventional
and disadvantages. Current
Fig. 7.1 and 7.2. Ixth having advantages
resistot which
since it amines only one
bias is the simpler of the two.
and
the
operating or
deurmines the values of the base current /g,

COISMIllOnll volute bas orebn.

(onward current ratio of the Iran:him). Thus simpk current biasing is
most suitable for tranthtors which have only narrow hEE
Voltage biasing with emitter feedback yields the following voltage
relation., (see also Flg. 7.2).
R

Yg

Ri2.1R's,

emit ter current /cr.:

:1 2:2

VISE

VS

49

1

r

"

R-

The emitter current is therefore:
-

Vet

hrE)
order of 0.1

VRE, but

4 -RE(n2)

to 0, V for

l'ag. the baseemitter voltage. is of the
0.6 to 0.7 V for silicon ttansislors. In normal
germanium .111i31013,
with variations of
practice Mete will be neghgble lunge in current

small ugnal
bc dependent on the spreads of REE 1101

RE

For the effect of spreads to be neghgible the voltage YE must be
Also, RE must be lathe if change
in emitter currem IE, due to variations ul the supply voltage Vs. life 10
large compared with changes In

.7o ro

11,1

Son,. current bsa..
48

Fie. 7.3

Sublisanon. with <common <ompootnt,,alues

TrI011110r, Bras end Stabil/at.

fiat. Caumxt/ovs for Amateurs
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a volUge Mop (VE) of I V with
be kept mall. In practice/ circuits
transition it aimed at.

germanium limitation and 3 Vadat silicon
a major factor contributing
The collector...sae leakage curtent Is
since thts is highly
to the shift in operating point of a transistor, is
normally desirable
Thus bias stabikation
sensitive to temperature,
the usual allayment being as shown in
with germanium transistors,
leakage amen), even over
Fig. 7.3. Salem transistors have negligible
stabilization Is eras accent,
their hill working temperature range. and
developed in the
where
other
characteristics
except In some caws
addition.
pat tiotla circuit may make iI a prudent
...gab', ...ninon
Working characteristics of a number of readily
Data
on
other types are
the following tables.
are sunimarited in
available (10171 the manufacturers; also in nuny suppliers' catalogues.

tocle.n currant switching. AF amplif

.1302 .1301 .1106 .1108 AVM
umx
max

25

25

25

20

Vrs mu
4 max mA

200

pat mA

300

max mW

150

Vrr et. max

0.4/
fy

p

mA
111it

lr"

NKT713

ASY29

25

25
3,0,

13

25

25

20

20

15

200

220
100

2E0

200

200

300

300

300

150

150

150

150

X10
150

150

.
25

25

'C

mA

f9 Yra

GymmiumTranaton

n.pn

40-. 60-3E0 80m1n
10

10

10

25

25

25

2:

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

80
31;3

310
e5

50150
5%150
3;

3'
10/0.25

10/0.5
10

15

10/0.17
20

503/02

'2

I

015

0.25

0.15

3223

50/1.25

50/5

3.0

20

14

1 (1106)

pop low power

r,,, mat.

Amax.

0062

16

16

30

IS

15

30

/1,,,,,..

V« sit. max.
/,./4, rnA

fr.. 1411,

003113

10
30

32
32

12
16

l0

10

°

04

50

30

10

4

00
IS

15

15

13

10

0.2

0.2

5003

30(1.3

041
9/0.5

0.25

" :2 '"

Audio flmmency amphflets. Mw power output. n.pn
NKT173

ACI27

AC176

AC176K

AC187K

11;'11

coln. 20-40 30-90 60-12050-2SO 20o.
2

50

)

0031

? jr°

47
20 -S0

uA

32
32

to

o
P, max. ns,

"71`,..:41,,!..

0070 002 003

0041

1

50

10

10

10

4.5
0.21

10

10

123/123 9/03

:.:z) :n'm in%

Vry max.
Yr6 man.
max. mA
P, max.

%Ili,

'Tr:

';,,TA
min. 111Hr

15

32

15

72

5

32

32

2:

2:

10

r3

100
150

500
200

300

300

1000

700

1000

IMO

25-143

52-180 52-180

540-250

500

SOO

SOO

500

100

100

IS

31

i" 1:

10
0.5
1.0

500/50
1.5

25

0.6

500/10
10

25
0.6

100-500

10

500/10
10

1.0
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1886

WT.

24181103

v,... mac

:,'7.7.7'

.

1

i.c

20

10

1

10

5

3

5L 5)

50 251

X.pA
/17,11111,6

. 752

3037)

50,7150

101;/-209

1:

i:

3

30

3

10
10

20

10

33

3.5

mot.
I, max. mA

38(55)

22(50)

22(50)

P, max. mW

303-100

30,-100

la la mA

il.::

50:00

3,504

0.3

fr

":J5

0.45

035

OS

Silicon Lonsision
(re96an6y amplifier., small 8,01 general T6/1P,68. 1,6
22417071

t', max

30
30

Yep max.

224170

30
30
30
250

/, ma4. mA

30

10

P, map. mW

250

230

06.. atA

4mA

1243210

30
30

V, ma,

6.64

fr

IYP 6Wa

2243711

01

0.1

10,0 5

10!05

272.04

7244124

60
40

10

30

100

200

:SO

310

310

10

30

%460 453.165 .3-330 1883,660
0.1

0.1

10/0.5

10/03

V, ,a1. max

6/ 0,6

10 max.

103300

5/025

":J5

035

30i100 30,

047

042

,1°.°12

MHz

max.

50
3800

55

32

muu mnu mnn .nm
60
60

25
25

25
25

50

100

360

200

100
200

.42/$6

18

30

18

25

mmu
33
30

100

1843

SO

200

250

)10

10:7,5,01) 130-10X12352-4)0
0.01
0.5
0.5
3 max.
2.5
2.5 ryp.

35i470

10,01r011o.

30()-,900

0.3

0.05

60 min.

120

170

i:

";',7,;47'

.149 .150

.142

AU140

5111150

44 A

/T 55p.

.T405
60

)40

Audm Iregocmy stupid.% low level. low noix.o.p.o

l'81,0 4.18614-6-6

60
12
20

80

Transistors. Bias and SfabiliWion

25

11,1,03-300 121;1-360

0.1

10/1

200

0.05
513/3

300 Mn.

120

120

25 tsp.

3

280

0.03
AIM.

50 min
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8 TRF RECEIVERS

receiver

is

baud on 'double

radio frequency (TRF)
after the preamplifier or RF
tuning. one before and one .mediately
8.1. The two tuned
amplifier. at shown in the block dup. of Fig.
usually 'ganged' togeilier,
circuits are literally Identical and. in fact, are
by a tingJe control knob
using twin variable condensers and adjusted
circuits are wired to the separate <lemmal
(although the respective

T. tuned

Fgt. 8.2).
pans of the IWO-part condenser-seeof these two tuned

,

Doubleriumeri circuit with RE. mg. -ft front end'
orTaF exciter.

A sun pk oe.rioiriUtoo TRF receiver circuit is shown th Fig. 8.3.
Alignment ditrculties am mink:Med by employing a proprietary coil
LI. L2. L3 foe TRF tocaletg.elleninaung the need foe ganged tuning

cit.., the two

To pro.de complete matching
with the aid of
separate variable condensers are individually adjusted them. Similarly,
mounted N Faulk] an.
smaller 'trimming' capacitors
tuned
the inductances of the two tuning cub completing the respective
winding on coil
drcuirs can be matched for identical performance bydifferences in the
this
manner
small
fume with irondust cues. In
effective component
acing wiring up of the two tuned client:, and in
This. in fact. is
values, can be balanced out for optimum perfOrnianCl.

1,5-6VO4.75

for best

In felling , or aligning the complete receiver
trial-and.efrOf
,rformance, and can . done juite satisfactorily on a

necessary process

bans.
minimum oe
F.. 8.3 Cltruir f2. Bal. TRF maim uung
compost.. An intearitirri circuit to experiment with oriurrit
ervo.1 oet with Iran.. amph(krtI.
a

LI. L2, L3. proprietor, TRF we
C1.300 pF reelable archon

IFFe RAM

C2.2,

R.220 k

TR. °CFO. 0071, at Any AF man.. too, of R to be ettluoted .

GANGE

Fly. N.1

leaner.
Moot dLaparn of a Ion. radio frayucney ITU)
54

match higher paten ...ton,

NI
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a an Interesting <haat lo
capacitors with rnp.ate trimmers. It
that obtained
e '<penmen! wtth and compare the performance agamst
of
amplification
added.
II should
front a batic crystal set with one stage

oriental
be aupenor, but like the crystal set will require m efftcient
04,141 and good earth connections tuft.. satisfactory listening volume is
obtained in most areas.

Fig- 8A

CITY if

13. Threrneannika 1R1 matte, DIM, huhu
and TR3I. thn deo, maid °mate a

loudspeaker instead of phew,

CI...prised tuning condemn Oack ton.
C1.0.01 trE

03.15 Pr
CS.11 OF electrolytic
0.01RF

4.1.8 pF electrolytic

01, 0.005,
09.1000.12 volt working

SOO pal

RI. 1 SISI
R2.101,11

R3. I Mit
Ibt, 4.7 kll

RS.I Mil

TR, 0(.5
TR 2, 00I

TR),(X11
L3, tlandud Unite maul ...Aga lace Chapter .1
L3,50 turn cod on famte tad with centre tar,/
L.. 10 turn*
LI

D. am Crystal diode

L3. L4 can nt wound exactly at II. 1.2. wept that Ow SO.turn
.Indira has a centre tap A shot. length of twat red should he
uteri for the core, L3, U being wound on a panel *lets< to that the
rod can he slid in and out for ...mem purposes

hnnunant Coil 13. 1.4 will nerd screening from I, 1: and
antwuteri conwonent4 Mb can be dotty with Om aluminum
sheet. suitably littest

13. L4.
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Performance can be unmoved by using a higher pOWer transistor for

amplification, thdfor adding a further stage or two of amplification.
This follows along the wane lines as for other feceiven-see Chapter S.

A rather more elaborate TRF ci.uit, but again using low.power

transistors. is shown in Fig. 8.4. This uses a standard feline rod aerial

with inductive 4,8.0.4 (see Chapter a). and a ganged tuning capacitor
for Cl. Ca.

jl
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9 REGENERATIVE AND
REFLEX RECEIVERS
in the
In the crystal set, and similar simple leCeiVVIS. a weak RF sip.
aerial is fed dttectly to the detector. and the extracted AF 11,1 ampliopalte headphones or a loudspeaker.
fied to the required level
llowevet, no amount of AF amplification after detection it effective if

the original RF strength is too small.

An obvious method of improving this state of affairs would be to
amplify the RF signal picked up by the aerial and tuned circuit before
the
is quite a Antical atrangentent,
passing to the detector. This
immediate advantages being an improvement in both sensitleby and
sensiti.ty
sekairt.., and also quality of reproduction. Improved teceised
at
distant)
stations
can
now
be
means that faeaker (more
be
greater volume, better selectivity means that shatper twang can
obtained. a necessity to eluninate interference from adjacent stations

Flg 9.1

COM. fa. Sl*Anttuasto receiver with

TR. 2N2926 (or equnalentl.

pre -amplifier.

component rattler

CI, 0.01,
RI. 1 Nn

R2. 2.2k
LI, L2, Inductively coupled wind cods

.strY rsYslal diode

circuit, MI=

it

will be
again resulting in a further
improvement in selectivity and Sensitivity. Cut should be Laken !hal
not too much signal is fed back, causing the circuit to become unstable
and oscillate or 'squeal'.

This modification is shown in Fig. 9.2. One length of insulated wire

now more readily picked up.
Ins demand for AF amph.
Quality is imprint/ because time is
!lotion, while the output power can nattily be boosted to operate a
either
loudspeaker without putting any patticulatly high dem.ds on
the efficiency of the aerial system of the AF ampllltm stages.
An elementary cites. of this type is shown in Fts. Al.. using a single
maul.. as a preqmpli., followed by a diode detector. Thor is easy
to build and should soak quite well A most atom, although still almost
...Mainly ;ninth, a good external aerial and earth connections for the
indurnee0. coupled tuned
best results, and must be used With an
C110111.

r11.10d A comaderably Improving the
petfnmance of Iles set by incorpoia ling regenerationr rbb is d.e by
the tuned
taking path of the amplified signs/ and feeding it back into
There

A.

however,

a

58

C0new 15 lbe design of rag 9.1 con.. to mien.s
thre working. T. twisted woes Lan
replied bY 101.. 26PF
Flp. 9.2

Ilium. cep...

Regenerative and Relee Retaken
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end of
Is connected to the fitmt end of the diode, another tote top
twisted
ends of thee two wires are then

the tuned circuit. The fret

together over a length of about half an inch.
for the feedback signal
This. in effect, provides a capacitive coupling

whete the actual amount of feedback can be varied by twisting the

of their length. The
wTres more tightly together, or untwisting part
when the
optimum amount of 'twist' can be determined by experiment,

of the
be considerably better than that
the
posit.
of
the
twisted
Wife
coupling
original churn. However,
relative to other components is critical; any slight disturbance .n
final performance should

Cane the receiver to oscillate.
considerably modify the performance Or
a
I0,F
or 20 -OF trimmer capacitor
Fora more stable arrangement.
on be used instead of twisted wires 10 provide the feedback coupling,

adjusted for optimum results.

If the set does not work wstli ',Ramat,. or the lesollS are pt.!er

the the original circuit, then the feedback is ,.ably ...five' rather

131

than 'positive'. Reversal of the couplingkoil connections should cancer

this.

An even better atrangement is to use inductive re.e than
capacitive
=spline for the feedback, which can be done by winding a feedback
coil on the same feint< rod as the acne! coil. A suitable feedback cod is
made by winding 8 tuna of 38-s.w.g, wire on a simile, paper sleeve to

the tuning coil, so that the finished cmd can be slid up end down the
fee. rod. The degree of coupling can then be adjusted by tiding tins
feudhack coil up and down the rod to anise at a position which girts
optimum results.
The c11.11( is 1150 modified somewhat, d11110Wn al
Fig. 9.3. to
include a variable eapaci. connected to the numb,. collector to

copilot die amount of reaction or regenerative feedback. lithe set does
not oscillate with this variable capacitor adjusted to minimum capacity
(i.e. vents hilly closed) then the feedback coil mutt be reveised on the
ferrite rod (altetnatirely rensu the coil connections to the rest of the

ciecult

This particular encir can also bc used as the 'front en, of a receiver

to which one or two thither stages of AF emplification can be added
(see Chap. 5): and teiminating in a push-pull output if desired (see
Chapter 61.

The super.tegenecative receiver

The .it to which orotinvy legenerauve amplifialt. can be carried is

the poinr at which oscillation starts. so the RF amplification (and Outs

the ....dr) of a regenerative receiver A limited by this factor. The
supemegeneratthe

receiver

is

a

development which overcomes this

limitation by Introducing into the del.tor circuit an
alternating
voltage. of a frequency somewhat abort the audible tango (typically
between 20 to 100
in such
manner as to rely the operating
(Tn., 2M1. Semite Icaenetatne tecelyet with inducineiv
courted rcedbatit

F4. 9.3

TR...3 for e9uit9lentl
CI, 500.pF enure .111eiit1

c2, 220 riP to 0.1 41 1find.0 tape by ,PM.M.,,
C1.2RFroBRF
U. /DORF ntitbk eoparlbr
CS. 10 RE

RI. I M ilo 4.1M irkie tint .01.4 by ttmorkemi
R2.3.3 k

point of the detach. In effect,
switches

interruption °rya., frequency
the del.. (otiOnally adjusted to be near the point of

mediation) in and out of operation. The time taken for the RF
mediations to build up to their peak will be pm, tional to the original
modulated signal (i.e. the RF equal picked up by the aerial)... by
arranging for these to be quenched before .y can teach their peak,
extternely high amplification A possible -equivalent to a gam of met
one million Ina single stage

On this betas, the dram A

for inereaung the senunuty of

a
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A iatlier more convention, design i3 shown in Fig, 9.6: the 'front
end. of this circuit comprises the tuna dinsit feeding an RF
amplifier
stage. In this type of moult ttk tuning coil must be
Inductively

coupkd. The output from . RF amplifier employs what is known as
choke cappcilance coupling, a radithfrequoncy choke coil (RFC/
being
used to ensure an adequate load impedance for RF currents without
haring a d.c. voltage drop (i.e. offering high resistance to RF but low
raittance to d.c.). The use of ads choke coil also means that the
gain of
the

amplifier VilkS with the frequency of the input, because the
reactance of the choke arks with frequency. This elTect is
not
desirable, but ts tolerable in this
of mold.
The output of amplified RF is fed from this stage into the detector
stage. A feedback is arranged as follows: the AF signal passed by the
detector, plus a Wile residual RF app./lug at this path, is pasted back

to the base of the lanai. In the previous stage, the AF
being hale

affected by the capacitor C7. However, any RF is heavily attenuated
or

reduced, thus the 'rands. it: made to perform the additional function

Radio Conunntion for Amateurs

FJAIN
Cire

IA Single

dune... rens. seth.

b. .p
RI, 22 kn
R2, 4.7 kn
R3, 33 kn
R4.22 kn

Cl. 100400 pF
02.210 pF

C3.0.01uF
C4. )2 0/1.5 V
C5.47pF

TR, 0044 los OCIS, XA102. XA1011

C7. 10 nr/3 V

RS, 1 WI
D. diode

C6. 0.001 pF

LI and Li. RFC (choke Mtn nth ten/

of an AF amplifier. By chooaing a suitable value for C7 a low reamance
to RF u assured, but a high reactance to AF. For example, a 0.01 pF
capacitor has a reactance of 30 CZ at 500 kHz, Pierer.' to 3,00051m

5 kHz. If 5 kHz represents the upper 1Mtit of AF signals likely to be
encountered, reactance will become proportionately higher at lower
audio frequencies. Conversely, for radio frequencies els. 500 Idle the
reactance will decrease proportionately.
Specification for the RFC is I m 1.5 milh.ries (mil). A suitable
a standard ath. diameter.. forme,
coil can be made by winding
enamelled wits. Cut two 14n.diametes cheeks Rom thus
using

Pax°ln or similar insulating materiel to fit together on the cod former,
space between the cheeks 0 then
spacing them d m. apart -Fig.
completely filled with a winding of 3..w.g. insulated wire, winding on
one byes with turns adjacent, then a second byes ()VCI the top, and so

on until the coil has built up to the same diameter as the etheks. The

toil windings <an be held with a wrapping of cellulose tape and Me ends

Radio Conttruction for Ammon
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Regoneestive wed Rel. Revelletes

capacitor between the collector of the transistor and the 'hot' end of
the tuned then. This cagootor it adjusted to give optimum reamer.
alive
In areas where radio reception Is generally good, either circuit (reflex

or tegenerative.refkx) if antembled correctly Sh011iti give good I.ten.g
strength without the ore of an external aerial.
It is possible to simplify the sin...transistor ...tamp reflex

receiver by using two diodes A the circuit .tead of one. A typical
the circuit may be
circa t A this type is shown in Flg. 9.8. Av
converted to regencrative.reflex working by connecting a 10,06 or
IF

irgarteo

Fig. 9.10

Cfrouft 22

it Alon aimle.iiantiator receiver. That
peNwhr eircolt Oestro it by Weyr.t. mut./ one of U.
Moue.
iuguY ousel coil. It it a retronereure receiver ROIich
tom a minimum
of compooents and n capable of meting
perforteerov for such a
tiotpk circuit. Alecto. phone. ere 50-100 C.
LI, L.2, Weyrad col/

RI,4.7 k

C1,350 pi,

R2.100k
RJ...7 k

C2.0.0010
C3.22077

R4.100 k
VR1,5 k

C4,11 oF

0.0.01 oF
throat 20. Forearage relax receiver. Mit r an *Mended
46.4 of Ow 6/salp Ono Os Fig. 9.6 -the same basic .061 69th
the addition of ea AF amg6Met star. Uststs lowgo6er tsansiston.
Got, poss. Is otatebt4 to himanipedence phones.
RI. 22 k
CI.300 pF
Dray crystal Mak
R2.4.7 k
LI. 22. choke oaks
02,220 pF
R3.3 3k
Ism
text,
Cl. 0.01 4F
TR, 0044.0045. XA102, R4, 22k
C4.32 /AF
R3.1 k
scat ap.14111
C5.47 pF
R6.4.7 k
C6, D.003 4F
TEL 0071

Fig 9.9

C7,10 oF
C6.8 MF
09.13 oF

R7. 22 k
RS. 10k

R9,4.7 k

TR..103.or equrveknt

20-pF trimmer capatitot between the transistor collector
and the tuned
Circuit.

The output

from

the

reflex stage may be red directly .10
headphones (threcetage circuit); or may be foikhved by a stage of
normal AF amplification
(fouretage el/cult-see Fig.9.9).. of further
stages of amplification (fIveetage circuit). etc. all the additional
stages
being AF amplifier stages.
As with the simpler
dr...however. there In o practical limit to the
number of amplification
stages which can usefully be added. The basic

threestage circuit (with no AF arnphfier) should
Ore audible headphone reception on
number of different stations; the founstata
a

circuit should give good headphone reception with local
loud; or equally be capable of giving good yam< with stations smY
a haudspeaker,
depending on choice of transistors for the amplifier
stairs.
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10 SUPERHETS

The superheterodyne or superher receiver WO!.
on a mine complies.
pfinciple than °dim rypm and 111V0iVeS TOM stages

a Three.trantistor nieneraten rect. with

E. 9.11

Intidsmaket output. nth design of regenerative reach.. employs
maniac feedback rather than capacity feedback. The advantage is
that the teamentlon, once adjusted, Amid remain at m optunum
With capacity
amine fur all broadcast frequencies tuned M.
regeneration, ma nn= adjuannent is usually to a specific },13.3[1(

and needs to be readjusted whn the set is tuned to a different
lash.. The roll ILII is a 90-tum win.. of 33..w.6. enamelled
wise on a a... diameter knot rod with the lappma point 8 to 10
turns in from the .einthy. end.
CI. 350 PP'
C1.0.03 sif,

V.I..-

TR). 2N2926, at equivalent

C3.0.08 a

TR2,1926, equivalent

N, 25 cep

TR3, ACIStl, os equivalent

111,9904-

and more
components. The RF
from the nined enc. is cinnbined with
anothet IIF signal genmated by a local oscitki o e in the
tecemer itself in
a muter or convertor
suge. This siage .n has an output which is a
'bee frequency, equal ioh difference between the
twu signals. this
'difference' fiequency being called hintermediate
frequency
(IF).
The IF

output (tom the mile, is then amplified (in one in more

stages) before being passed to the second detector
stage. where the
modulated IF is minvetted to AF and subrected to (indict
stages of
amplification. The second (IF signal is generaIed within the
teverver

itself by the (IF

rai

local oscillate, applied to the mixer. A block

Landep«to,l a/ 13a

R2,12 14
R3, 100
R4, 330

.1431,

jp3i"a.-1r

t0.I Block dioolo, of
loprthet aroalk Feedback of
proportion of OK Ognal aft°, detection

rtdooe pin on soon; Opal.

.nd

wort, to

prevent distortion

through
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diagram it shown

In

Fly 103, where 0 7411 . noticed that RF

amphlication can again be applied after the tuned circuit, if required.

Tlo principal advantages armed by the supethet are that the pin
and selectivity obtained from the IF amplifier do not depend on the
frequency or the signal n they do with 'straight' receiver. Also the IF
can be made lower than the signal ftequency, resulting in higher stage
galn and a 31300701333,24130 curve. As., too, since the IF amplifier is
variable
dealing with a constant frequency It can dispenie with
capacitors, reducing the risk of unwanted feedback and generally
making the receiver lets critical In design. The main thsadvantaps are
the higher cost of such a circuit and the necessity of achieving proper
alignment.
of

Most commercial domestic menet.. of the superhet type became
do superior performance offered and. although rather more

complex, the type is equally suited to amateur construction.

The usual IF employer) is between 450 and 475 kHz (470 k(iz is
more or less standard in this country) and the IF amplifier is tuned to
the specific IF employed; thls IF amplifier thus employs one or mote
flood tuning. A littk thought will show
stages of RF amplification
that to 'feed' the IF amplifier C'orrectly it will be necessary to vary the

local oscillator in step with the tuned cirwit. Thus If the kaiser is
designed to tune over a range of from. say, 800 kHz to 1,800 kHz and
the IF is 470 kHz, then the oscillator frequency must range from 800.

Superheer

To clarify this by a

example, suppose the desired signal

frequency a ROO kHz and the IF 450 kilz with the loth' millrace set
above the input signal frequency. To produce the
neeessarY IF output
at SOO kHz signal input the loth' oscillator will have to be set foe
800
450 = 1,25000s.
Exactly the same IF output will be produced.
however, if a 1.250 5450. I.700 kHz
input signal is received, since the
1.250 kHz.

rcrull of mixing .1 again be a frequency of 1,700 - 450

An cascade' feature of
satisfactory working. therefore, Is good
se/eerie/0, In order to reduce the response to image UMW.. negligible
effects.

The signal -to -Image ratio. or image ratio as it
is usually called.
depends on the selectivity of the RF tuned circuits preceding the mixer
converter. At the same time the higher the IF the higher the
Janice
13n0, since raising the IF Increases
the frequency separation between
signal and image and places the latter farther away boss the peak of the
resonance curves of the signthfrequency circuits.
The less experienced amateur-and certainly the
beginner-Is usually
reluctant to tackle supethet
COngnIC51011 became of the many
complexities and large number of components inmlved, particularly in
alignment. to get the circuit
working satisfactorily. Probably the best
approach, until experience is gained with supethet behaviour, la to build
from kits, which Include pre.digned IF transforment. However. It
is

470 = 1.270 kHz to 1,800 .470= 2,270 Id.. Equally, to Pocuct the
same IF respaise the loco/ mallow could be set to 800 - 470 =
330 klla to 1,800 - 470 1,330 kHz The result would be the same as
far 33 the IF amphflet was concerned; m pactoe. however, it is more
wand

to

estabthh

the local c.11ator frequency above the Opal

Requency.

The converter thus actually receives two (Os: the signal frequency
which can be designated Fs and the local oscillator frequency Fo. The
following IF amplifier stage is tuned to a fixed frequency of Fo - Fs =
Fl.

the IF (or Fs - Fo = Fi. where the local oscillator frequency is

chosen to be below the 34,11111 frequency); and it n the purpose of the

converter to supply this parthulat IF as its output by a process of
frequency
In fact. any oscillator liF will cause IF response at two signal

frequencies, one equal to Fo - Fs and the other 040.10Fo v. Fs. One
will be the real signal requited. e.g. the comet value of Fs rot the
station sekcted. whilst the other is an undeniable Enrage signal.
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Transistor TRI 13 the mixer
or aurodyne firquenev dump". the IF
signal being selected by the IF transformer 1FT I.

The following seen,, fed from IFTI. use Till as an IF

amplifiet.
and also provide the AF stage to feed the diode detector via a second
IF
transformer I FT2. The whole of this circuit is shorn in Fig.
10.3. An
additional stage of IF amplification
could be included. and also a 11101e
sophisticated output stage. Common practice is to follow a single
stage

of AF ampldication by a push pull output, with the drivel
tiansistor
selected for high pin. and the output load formed by the primary of
II
phasexplitting transformer. llowevet. keemng the number of
cont.
po"e"ts involved to a minimum 1111d using only Po IF transformers.
considerably simplifies both construction and alignment.
Comet tracking of the aerial and uscrIlatomuned circuits
to
maintain the constant IF difference can be obtained by using a
tuning

ca,nor wth specially shaped vanes for the ocilla. circuit, 01

N. 10.3 Cbiu4 71 Complete nape/bet damn up to output
ke. to be fonmend by may notable output

ange

circuit Th...

uses omm

2.292
n2.2361392
111.330k
R2.2.7 k or Nebel
R3.2.2 k
Ra. 100k

R5.39

k

R6. ilk

VR1. 5-k potent...
(.411,MI ono.
Cl.a. ganged mins eapacitot

C3,5 mil,

G. 0.01 6.6
CS. S tiF

C6.0.01 uF
Int end 11,2. minimum
IF Inmiformen

°Ana e.t.a.l.
Citalltb.0.1011 two onnustots

by a
conventional padded
capacitor. Stray capaOtance between the aerial
and oscillatos sections of the tuning opantor

can lama path for

unwanted feedback between
two sections, so a screen n usually
placed between them to ',event this. These effects can also
arise
between the wires connecting to the waves:lunge twitch. us
these must
be kepi as Mort as possible (a if
completely incorporated on a

ported clicuit, the circuit elements kept short and well spaced to

elpMate capacity effects).
In .1 cases. regardless of he type of oscillator and
mixer, the fitst IF
transformet receives a mixture of local oscine.
frequency, signal

frequency and the sum and difference of the two. It Is
therefore
necosary to use a capacitor across We
posy to produce an LC circuit
to resonate at the IF. This capacity is of fixed value Imam.
to the

possible to produce n working SUperhet
and a diode detector, with suitably wino led components fot the critka/
circuit elements-notably the gauped tuning capacitors. 10631 °going.
and IF transformers.

inductance of the coil>, when
any adjustment required for alignment
pinvukd by asi iron.dust core tit the cod enabling the inductance
P he
varied over the
necessary range. Once the overall LC value has been
adjusted to a resonant frequency
corresponding to the IF the tun.,
remains fixed.

The resonant frequencies of those Iwo circuits ate tuned simultaneously

stage u an AF modulated IIF signal at the IF.
'object to arnphlicatiog.
Abgnment with simple mictuts should be
quite suamIttforwaid and
on be done without the old of a signal generator.
Particular este
however, rnuit be taken not 10 unifiable, the
tuning slugs in immature
coils as Mese are easily
menrned, resulting in permanent damage to the
coil since it will be

A bask supethet 'front end' including tuned circuit, local ...Mar n
and IF transform. Is shown in Fig. 10.2. LI is the tuning coil and L2 is
the coupling coil (each wound on a (suite rod); IS is the local
oscillator coll. inductively coupled to transistor TRI via 1,3 and L4.
by the twmisangd variable capacitors CI and C2. Ina practical circuit
each variable capacitor would have its own trimmer capacitor, CT I and
CT_ respcclively, for fine trimming.

Out, from this

which has also been

virtually im,sible to femme the core without lint

Amoteuss

from the rented circuit; and equally almost
niposuble to remove the coil without damage.
To align without a signal generator, the set is tuned to the mid -way
point on the long waveband and the core of IA adjusted to receive BBC
removing

the

coil

Reno 2. The tuning control should then be adjusted to the higher
wavelength end of the medium waveband and the corn of IFT I and
1FT2 adjusted for maximum output. Further adjustment of volume can
then be made by sliding the aerial coil along the ferrite slab and once
the best position i3 found the sl«ve should be fixed with wax m
cellulose tape. The receiver should then be tuned to 300 ns approx.

and capacitor CI or its trimmer CT! adjusted until an
identifiable station is received and then brought up to maximum
volume by adjustment of capacitor CI or its trimmer CT2. If necessary,
the alignment stages should be repeated for the medium waveband until
Miately

all stations are received at good signal strength.
1.4111, 711,16 ytIlf WO, alignment Is !MI simpler and 1110,011tIVt.
The basic procedure should be:

of resipts marked Ph ass assaisk slsosild t.f
per se.
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end of the (medium) waveband.

(i) injected 'lentil. 470 kHz. adjust IFII and I FT2 cotes for
111.11,1,10111 output.
OH Injected signal, 600 kHz. adjust coil position on fent« rod for

best results.

(iv)Injected signal. 1.450 kHz. adjust trimmers CT I and CT2 for
maxenum output.

Mallard 6 -transistor receiver
a simple portable receiver using alloy.junction
single 9V battery with transfonnerless push-pull
for making m a mednunsize portable
output. The draw is
receiver with a Ferro's«be rod aerial, or in miniature sire if preferred.
The standard IF of 470 kHz is used with the local canna. frequency
above the signal frequency. One 0C44 and two 0045 transistors are
used In the mixer and IF stages. The detector Is a germanium diode
type 0A70. The audio stages commix one 0071 transistor driving a

Thll design

Is

transistors and

for

a

matched pair of 0072 transistors.
The 0C44 operates as a selfoscillating mixer. with RF signals from

Or serial cooping coil fed into the base of the 0C44, leading to the

F4104 OW/A Malarsi des. or 1,trosissos sup.. T0k
1,0.10 p.S.

(I) Injected signal. 600 kHz, adjust tuning to correspond to the

oo of oesinoil nuked EEO. on agoolik Nou1.1 be 5 poi c000.olblos
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prim.. of Ad oscillation feedback from the collector to the
emitter. The IF s selected at the collo:tot of the 0044
transformer T3.

by . lint IF

The IF amplifier comprises two 0C45 commomemittei circuits
operating unilatetalized, with the choice of bandwidth
compromising
between quality and wk.:linty. The thud IF trarnformet T5 is
connected to the 0A70 Mode detector, with the cis. OUtptit fed back

to the first IF transformer to
provide automatic gam control
Doubleiuned IF transform. are recommended for optunum perfor

manoe as regards frequency response and linage rejection.
The Class B transformerless output
stage requires a loudspeaker with

a 350 speech coil to provide the calico load for an output of 200
mW, with negative feedback applied to the mitter of the 0071 diner

from the loudspeaker tetmlnal.
All component values are shown on the circuit diairsam (Fig. 10.4).
The value of the tuning capacitance is not etit.l. but must be
sufficient to provide the desired frequency coverage. The aerial section
has a capacitance of 175 pF and the oscillator itCI lOn a capacitance of

1:5 pF. A screen should be used between the oscillator and aerial
sections of the tuning capacitor (I.e. the tuning capacitor so specified)
to be all< of eliminating undesired feedback in the
circuit. The
possibility of feedback w18 be at maz.unt when the receiver et tuned
to its highest frequency, and v411 alio be incteased when the
tuning
capacitor has a low value (e.g. as typically Me case with a miniature
tuning capacitoi).
A .Maturved version of
original circuit is shown in Fly 10.5,
again with all component values nuked Here the output if tedwied to

E.

100 mW driving a 7541 miniature speaker. Current consumption of this

circuit it reduced (tom 9 mA zero atimal. 20 mA average. to 7 it, and
13 mA, respectively. T. mmiaturized arcuit permits of further
modification by submituturg a (lass A output with uansformer drive to
the speaker, reducing the number of transistors required to five, but
Increasing the battery consumption.

10 Ea viol.

lairdi i dill

In
.1.711.
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W =bowl.

2,
3,

Modern reintom

.j-311/ co/bowl-1bn

WeazWon-Illen
W enotal.01m

W carboallm

6,) W tnewl.40.1.
7.
8,

1 W alsbowlinn
1 W wire-waand

9,l W wre,. ound
10.7 W mre wound

from urban film. These are miniature and subminiature in via and are
the preferred type for 998.1 use because of their good stability, low
noise. and quite low cosi. Rath, are usually j.; W, y W, j W, j W,
W and I W.

(iii) Merallihr resrsio.s, which we made by depositing a film of
nickelchomium on
high-grade ceramic body and then cutting
a

Imam
seoasired a lop, so, spsauodutos Striaatas oar, aaumaps maim
r Supq se nwe sa .uopanrioro, ospu u, pasn spiauotrusoa a,se, snopen
ayt spya stapeai aaalpueJ m papuaws art suooduarap Suprono)

helical track through the Rim to produce the required resistance values.
End caps are fitted to carry the leads and the resistor body Is protected
by a lacquer 0989189.1179w are much more stable than carbon resistors
but cent about four times as much. Ratings are from W

(iv) Metal-prlde rasistnta. made by depositing a film of tin oxide on
a

SiN3N0d1A100 LL

special giass rod,

the whole being subsequently covered with a
hcatresis9ant coating. Stability is again very NO and this type ts
virtually proof against damage through overheating (e.g. when solder.
ing)and is also unaffected by dampness. The usual rating is

W.

(9) Wirt-tuound types, generally only required for special circuits
where very low reristance values are required thdfor rely high currents
have to be carried. Typical ratings may range from I to 5 W fora 0.542
resistor to 25 W or more for lad., ,<Watann<
Regardless of sire, shape
type, the usual method of marking a
realm. rah< W by coloured bands on the body, read in order I, 2. 3
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Silver band
Gold band

muLTIPI,Ert
TOLE RANG(

10 per cent tolerance
5 per cent tolerance
2 per cent tolerance
pet cent lOICILICe

Red band

Brown band

hir.. 11.2

Standatcl rettstor colour codin$

81

For most cirouts resist. mai a gold band (5 per cent tolerance)
are the recommended choice;SilVel band (10 , cent tolerance) are good
enough for general use. Finer tolerances (red or brown band) are not
necessary, except for cubed circuits. No fourth band implies
tolerance of 20 pet cent.
a

horn the band nearest one end-Fig, 11.2. The equivalent value is

Other vanations which may be found on colour coahng are:

detetmlned by

a szamon pink band indicating a highstabihty type;

double ring of the first colour band, indicating

3

1

figure of

goic.s sezd

re,Ittalict

rettsUncr
vauc

nOughts to
out etc, 11111

Iwo lipres
None

Black

Some types of modern resistors arc not colour coded but the ohms
marked directly on ro them in numbers and letters. Numbers
indicate numerical values and lama indicate multipliers, viz:
R

I

=x

.000
= x 1,000.000

pp

Rad

no0

0 saner
Yellow
Green
blue

0000
00000
000000

00000(0
00000000
000000000

Violet
(s-tilas

Brown

value mad 0

I

Ossnits

"16"

Tolerances are also given by a retool letter. vu.

Al

000

I.e. 16,000 rl or 16 lin tkilolon0.

fOrnt OldtypC resistors the three C0101.1r$ ate applted Irl
different manner-a cMoured body, coloured tip and coloured spot on
011

body. The code Ls then read In
order body, tip, spot.
Many resistors have an additional (fourth) coloured band, which
eXpICSSGS the tolerance on the resistor valuG The equivalent tolerances
so indkated are:

20 per cent

K = 10 per cent

J=

If =
G

Est., ...blur Colour code read at Blown. Blue, Orance.

wire wound

to

0

Brown

a

resistor.

Soes num.,

tows lint

co.!

3

2

5 per cent
2.5 per cent
per cent
I
per cent

The fInt letter ('multipber) comes rn a position which determines
the deem, point. Thus:
feting 5R designates 5 x
= 5 ft
4K7 desiplates 4 x 1,000 and 0.7 or 4.7 kft
1

82K designates 82 x 1,000 orb: kit

The tolerance letter comes at the end,

e.p,

4S7,/ means a 4.74if1 resistor with a 5 per cent tolerance
Actual resistor .14(3 are also normally bawd on preferred numbers

and not simple arithmetical steps.The reason for this is .t preferred
number

steps

give

applordmately

constant pmenrage char, in

82
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the next. The usual resistance values

obtainable are thus:

ass

Mn

10.

1.0

1.0

12

IZ

1.2

1.1

1.5

It:

1.6

1.6

22
37
33

11

2.2

2.7
3.3

7.7
3.3

:..;

4.7

5.6

5.6

;:
456

0
82

100

0

Ty. MI Vsnatne rumor or potmtiometer.

11.4.;

resistance values, redudng with higher resistance values. Wire.wound
potentiometers have a higher ;10.1 rating -usually of the order of I to
3 91 continuous for the whole track; they arc also made in lower
resistance values obtainable with carbomnack potentiometers.

130
150

The usual resistance values available in each type are:

180

Carbontrack. 100.220.470,1 k. 2.2 8.4.7 8.10 k.221,47 k,100
220 8.470 8.1 kl, 2.2 hl and 4.7 M.

2'4
330

3.

WIre.wound:
and 47 k.

tiro

560
680
820

Typical values for Wit. -1.10041 leS11101, kcidw 10 n

3.3.3.3.9.4.4.7.5.5.6.6.6.8 and 8

10, 22, 47, 100, 220. 470, I k, 2.2 k,4.7 k, 10 k. 22 k.

The general appearance of typical carbongrack and wireovound
potentiometers is shown In Fig. 11.4; they am alto made with a sliding
1133. 0.5. 1.1.5.2.

Variable resistors (P07017310M010n)

col )

Variable resistor, or parermorneras, are normally corutructed from a
resist. element, formed into a 270° arc, with a wiper atm connect.
to it, and turned by a aortal spindle. There are.. external terminal
tags; the outer ones connect to the ends of ate resistance element and
the centre tag to the wiper -sec Fig. 11.3.

The resistance ciernefil may . a carbon track Of a winding of
wire (wie.wound potentiometers).Carbon.uack
.ten.

resistance

/

uorneters arc cheaper than ...wound types and are suitable for mat
general arcult applications. at low power W.'s, e.g. 1 to 1 W for low

A.

II PottottornMn
yr., small rtu,on-trock. about 20 mot ditoneta.

0, (3pon-type cotton Itack how potentiator nr, about IS mm dometer.
Typical tosowound potentiometer, durncttrt 25 to 35 non

84
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movement will conespond to a 50 pm cent change in tonstance -see
Fig. 11.6.
Slide -type potentiometers normally automatically provide linear
characteristics. Rota, types may have linear or iogrrithmic chancier.
utics, the latter peoduang an increasingly greatet du, in tesistance

El, I IS

with spindle rotation (see Fig. 11.6 again).

Modal% .2,12,072 ThRR2'02.2 02,22.2.2.2

rather than a rotary movement. The old type consisted of a wire
winding on a suitable cylindrical for., traversed by a sliding contact
assembly. The 2.0212111 miniature Iblier.p0120110122121 is MUM More
compaCt and fully enclosed, except for the slot in which the slider arm
Inv. -Fig. 11.5. The resistance track may be carbon. or win wound.
Slider.type variable resistors have come into favour for volume controls

Potentiometers may also be designed with characteristics intet
mediate betweer linear and lognithmic, e.g. scmi-log

and also with

inverse

linem-tapered:

chatactetistics, e.g. anti -log.

Littler knur Of

logarithmic potentiometers ate suitable for most volume control duties
etc., although logarithmic ty, are generally preferred.

on modem radio designs.

Potentiometer

are

also

described

as

linear

or

nonlinear,

thrs

tater., to the manner in which resistance values

vary with wipe
movement and nor whether the potentiometer is a slide, or romly.
action type. W. a /Moo potentiometer the resistance change
if
directly proportional to Ne dual movement, 2.g. 2 50 per ant
100

Fig 11.1

Potent:um.. with urvorr switching

Wiring connections to a potentiornelet are simple, remembering that
the two outside tags co:meat° each end of the resistance track and the
cent. tag to the wiper. For a simple volume conttol, connection is thus
normally to one end tag and the centre tag. Some potentiometers are
made with an 'ofr location at one end of the wiper movement (usually
maximum anuclockwist movement) when the wiper runs off the
resistance track-Fig. 11.7. ml type can combine the duties of volume

conttol and °noir switch, M suitable otcuits. Power lupplici are

a

usually switched on and off by

switch mechanically coupled to the

volume control.

0

10

20

10

40 b 60 O t10

PER cant kok MM ROTAIrOu
616. 11.6

SO 100

RES4212n2E

Lou/ and Lupo..., W6.663606 charattedstim

Capacitors
Modem capacitors come in a wide vanety of different types. Wel and
constructions, many having overlapping values. The older papa rubtek,
type, constructed of silvet foil Mterleaved with mka Meeu, have largely
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range and ate usually rated fora mean working voltage of 3.V.
Silvered mica capacitors M. values ranging from 2.2 pF up to 10,000
pF (0.01 pF) are rather huger and have a higher voltage rating (typically

c7t:

500 V).

r

Tan,-

HRH

ftE

fl1H
5.2.5

USUAL

.1r6r

P01,1117 capacitors are produced . two main configurations,
cylindrical with offset end leads, and slab shape with radial leads for PC
board mounting. Physical size increaSef with increasing capacity rating:
thus a typical size fora cylintMcal polyester capacitor of 220 pF or less
Is 0 mm long by 3.5 mm diameter. Fee the highest values with this type

(,.g. 22.000 pF) cube can be up to 32 nun long by 12 nun diameter.
Polyester capacitors are usually mnsinthied for high -capacity ,slues,
e.g. 0.01 to 2.2 pF, with sue again increasing with opacity. WotiOnB
voltage for these is normally 125 V for smaller values, or 250 V.

My. .11brr capacitors are similarly constructed, with radial leads,
produced specifically for PC board mounting. The range of values is
more limited, e.g. from 0.001 to 0.2 pF.
Other types include polynstlzonate capacitors. made in both rect.
angular Choi(*) and tubular configurations, with working voltages of
250 V for values up to 0.1 pF, and 100 V for values up to I OF,
although special constructions for high rakes can accept higher
working voltages.

Al the above are nonpokrized capacitors. meaning that it does not
nurser which way round they ate connected in circuit. Other types
are polarized and must always be connected Ina specific =MO COOS
a

ig

1 IN

I. umplo of modem nimoluir upctlen

B.Catme plste.

In...

C. rm. Noe tu.lar.

a 15 en+

. 5 moll.

D. Tubular. monk. typwil

Stine. nIca.
V. N.C.-.

ditect current through it during manufactuie, deposittnt a 111ln flint or
aluminium oxide on the aluminium surface by clectiochemical action.
This type of construction allows quite high values of capacitance to be
produced fn a relatively compact envelope, e.g. up to 1.000 pF. Etched

G.Nylac

been replaced by mlnlaturOcel once. although rimy comlnue to be 000

IA 05 00015 0.05 0 2. str (e.g.

In

preference to an ekeunlYbc

capautur 1. Worldng voltages are of IM order of 201 to 1,030 V for

paper ty per. or up try 10.000 V W Martiounocegnated type..
Miniature caiutitors ar of ceramic. polystyrene, Ohm nala or

nmlar emutruetion-age FM. 11.0.Coon, mplaton may be <10.1 a'
(but won woodwg enlarges generally au...malty reduced above
5A00 oF cambelty). Tubvis

to plus.), otherwise they will be degraded and eventually destroyed.
The best known type of polarized capacitor to the electrolytic
capacitor. originally bawd on an aluminium rod or foil plate in contact
ursh a paste ekcIrolyte. The uptick. n then reamed by passing a

. Armlet value

foil electrolytic capacitors pennit.en greater capaciunce values to be
achieved for the S2122 sloe, old SO make it
possible to product
miniature types with high capacity values. In the lane, caw the working
voltage Is generally reduced.

Modem electrolytic capacitors 212 usually of etched foil type,. the
more recently developed tantalum construction, which are produced in
both conventional cylindrical
configuration with axial leads and
tantalum bead kern-ate Fig. 11.9. Both types have low voltage ratings,
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TYPICA. LIE UNGE

Fa. 1 IN

139

1.21.21,12112

0

1ST 01012

H

20LERANCE

01012

MAR

Electra, caporaton

S.N0211

'''anootorr

Metolease0 co... with sue loth;
a. Tanneuto kae, tytaral see ems,

decreasing with increasing capacity vole, e.g. from 35 to 40 V for 0.1
PF opacity; to 3 V el 100 p1 capacity. Tantalum copootort are also
made In nonpolarlted (am.
Values are normally marked directly on the body 4 the capacitor;
some types, however. may be colon coded. the code adopted not
necessarily king universal (it can vary from one manufacture, to
another and (tom country to country hi the use of oldet products).

LA/L111, ER

'""""152

DAD 2

2ND 01012

Polyester slab -shaped capacitors ore normally colour corded instead

TOLERANCE

of nuked, the clouts following the UMe code as fdr resistots. Up to
five bonds on be used, the sequence being:

7121,ER

MOLT

R

c

st colour gives first significant digit M pF
2nd colour aims second significant digit in pF
.d colour gives the multiplier
4th colour gives the tolerance, e.g. wfilte 10 per cent. blue
(sometimes black) 20 per cent
5th colour apes the voltage, red 250, yellow 400 V
I

The fourth and fifth colour bands may be missing; if only the fifth is
missing, this implies a working voltage of 30 V.

Colour coding by tine may also be found co mouldechpaper and
some tubular erten. capacitors. Some disc and stably, opacitors
msy be colour coded by dots-see Fig. 11.10.

Variable capacitors
Variable capacitors are user! for rutting

or

trimming to enable the

capacitance Ina apical circuit to k adjusted. There are physical

FAA 11.10

Some capentot colottodot code,

A. Duo omen.;
11. Moulded paper.

C.O.. and eemenc.
dilierentss between a tuning .pacitor and a tr.ming esp.:hoe, both
in Mee snd cOnsItuction. OW both work on the same principle and
could, in fa., be used for either duty.
Thning capacitor; are c.nmonly of the ait-dielectlic type. consisting
of two sets of interm.hing metal TOWS. one set fixed and the other

rotatable by about 180 deg., by means of a spindle. When fully
closed be. the spindle Is turned so that the rotating vaney am fully in
inesh with the fixed vanes) capacitance Is a minimum, and when fully
opened (Se. turned to full movement b opposite way) a maximum.
The maximum capacity of 222.212C111C satiable C2,222322 of tins
configmation rang. from about 10 pF to 1,000 pF. Physical size may
tange from .rniniature., e.g. about 25 mrn souate and 13 mm thIck.up

BO
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to SO X 60 x BO mm, or even late, but 0 no Indication of the working
capacity range. It Is largely a matter of convenience and compthtnew io
use ITIthiMUIC tuning capacitors for transistor <intuits and these may be

of the soll,dielecnic lather than air-dielecilic type. Typical forms are
illustrated set Fig. I I.1 i, shossingsingle and ganged condensers, the latter
used where two separate circuits are required to be tuned simul.

taneously from a stngle control.

F.11.12

TTImma, caparison

B, Nrdkk<trK:
C. Micallidectric:
Casmic.

Some forms of trimming caged., are shown in Fig. 11.12. Prot all
such types have a mrcaidielectric, some designs being based on a plastic
dielectric or even allopaced.
latter usually pro.de b.,er raponx
Fla. 11.11

Tuning c.sracitoti

niedelmuic:
Solid.thelectric,
C,So114.thclectrie, rtunutum,
R.

D, Twepng eltdidectrk.

Timmirig capacitors are usually based on a ...dielectric and
consist of two or more plates separated by eery thin sheets of mica.
Capacity is reduced by turning central screw to adjust the pressure
a

between plates and mica. They are designed primarily to be adjusted to

requited capacity value and then left set in this position but can,
however. be used as a tun, caparator where thou small physical sire is
a

an advantage (e.g.. a sub-miniatute receive* they are also cheaper
than tuning capacitors.

if a trimming capacitor is used as a run* control.
Like potentiometers, variable capacitors can have different working characteristics, L. linear, logarithmic etc., depending primarily on
the sham of t. plates. These clumeteristta ate usually:
(I) Linear capacirance, where each degree of spindle rotation
produces an equal change in capacitance.

(ii)Even frequency. .cte each

degree of spindle rotation
produces an equal change M,fretnancy in a tuned circuit.
(N) Square law, where the change N mpacitance is proportional to
the square of the angle of movement.
(b) Logarithmic, where eats degree Or spindle movement products
a constant percentage change in frequency.

Lineanfrequency charactetittim are usually preferred fora radio
receiver tuning capacitor.
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rig. 11.11

Some IFInultot oumm,hapea

Fts. 11.14

Common tranWtor lab configurasson,

at higher frequencies. They have the further advantage that they can
operate successfully at temperatures up to 150°C or more, whereas the
maximum walking temperature for germanium riansiston is normally
below 100°C.
Transirion ate basically thmetlement devices, the connections to

the ekments being in the form of three witts emerging from the
bottom of the inns's., the whole being encapsulated in o metal or
TIVISITIOt outlines and tr. vary enormously (see
Fig. 11.13). but the arFangement of the emerpnl wires normally
follows one of the standard patterns to assist le identification --tee Fig.
plastic

one.

11.14. The three connections involved are to the bate (3), emitter (e)
and colleabe (c).

When the translator base is aro., the gig, M. emerge
triangular form or in line. In
former case the two bottom pOintS of
the triangle lie in a diameter line, and viewed in thia position from the
bottom the apex wits 4 the base. the emitter is to the left of the base,
and the colketo to the right. If the v.es onset, in line, a white or
coloured spot on the can or body math the end corresponding to the
cdlector lead. The base is then . middle one, and the emitter the
other end lead.
alith a ...angular base the WI. 119.11/1 erne, in WIC. The collector

lead is Identified as being more widely spaced from the mid. wire
(base) than . other end wife, although specific types may deport flom
thia configuration.
Some other variations are shown it Fig. 11.15. Some may have jour
wires emerging from the base ui line: the additional wire ts the middle
one connected to an internal shield (r). This dos nut form part of any
connection too circuit and is either ignored or connected externally to

making them more suitable for higher output audio circuits, and for use
easily be matched in pl.pin.p.11 pain 10f push-pull output circuits:
they are also cheaper than siliconplanto transistors. Silicon transistors,
on the other hand, have
leakage losses and higher voltage ratings,

In general, germanium transistor are well suited to low -volt, AI,
circuits because of their low volt, losses and also because they can
germanium and silicon3unction types.
is also a third type known as o fieldeffeet transistor (FFT) in which
both the construction and dialaCteditia differ appreciably from
Transistors are classified
under two main types depending on
the material used in Their construction, germanium or silicon. Germnium transistors are the earlier type, but performance has been
considerably improved by adoption of alloy unction or alloy -diffusion
methods of manufacture: silicon -junction uansistors are .rmally made
by rise planar process. Where 'pedal characteristics are required le.g.
RF and IF applications), the manufacturing process b modified slightly
to produce what is called an epitagial (silicon -planar) transistor. There

Transistors
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Transistors are further classified as being either P -n -P or n -P -n, the

1I

main significance of w.h Is the difference in polarity of connections.
Most germanium tranthtoo are ,11, types (although npn ones ate
made . AF amplifiers and as the complement for inatchd paths),

191?

coal generalpunpose silicon transistors ue n -p -n types, although again

a

pl, Of. are also produced. If in the slightest doubt, Ih< actual type
should be checked as
with reversed polarity can ruin the
immistot.

aJi

stSfoOlDi

The gene. min to follow as regards polanty of transistor
connechons are.

Fs. 11.13 Soto< other non of vaminaa dupn aria 1.4
coollsonnoen.

the Gale. Diller types ale designed specifically to plug into PC boa.
and have rigid terminal strips rather than wires -again connections car
rag, 30 11 is important
verify them fora particular type.
Power transistors ale of Mete rugged construction and generally have
diffetent ConneCO011.3 again. Some may have three wire connections

others just two
strips-see Fig, 11.16. In the latter case the
colkctor connection is absent, the collator being connected internally
to the case. Emitter
base leads are nmntally marked .E' and If
reaPeclivelY. The contact connection is then normally made to on< of

the serews mounting the transistor (or to an external terminal
suitably connected to the case).

tag

Power transistors are normally mounted on a heat sink 10 aunt in
dLfalpaling heat from the case. It is usually necessary (except Os a
grounded <01110, circuit) to electrically insulate the transitstor from
this heat sink; st the same time this insulator must be a good conductor
of heat. Suitable insulators are readily avail.< to make heat
consisting of a simple gasket or washer of mica, anodised aluminium Of
fabric. Fabric wattle's require greasing with silk,
grease to make

them heat<onducting. Some typos of power transistors have tubular
bodies when a fumed cooling clip may be used to dissipate heat, instead
of a heat sink.

e
11.16 Pow. usra.lors

with a p -Nis trends. the collector must be Negative:
with a n -P -n transistor the collector must be Positive.

Circuot Comtruttion
0.0,04 1,A.Nri..
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12 CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION

The general Ode for designing a circuit layout is to follow, as far
possible, the same disposition and relative positioning of the indivichtint
components at on the circuit diagiam. This should eliminate overdo
woes and avoid unnecessary craning over of leads.

mg

Tog strips faro a convenient method
assembling simple orisi alts
involving a relatively small number of components. TWO tag strif
Ps.

mounted an inch or

apart on a Pasom panel, enable in.idsJai
pairs of tags with con.
connecting leads what necessary-Fig. 12.1. M.A.], read
mounted tag strips can be purchased as tog hunts. A
cod..
components

to

he

so

soldered between

continuing a cites. from a 'common' point has its second lead solder col
to
spare tag, which can become a 'common' connecting point f
a

another component, and so on.

14 12.2

Suitable mediod
number of component,.

of ammo:winch. ..lving tmam

This technique was Mutinied . the construction or tab ple crystal
sets th Chapter 3. It is adaptable to more complex circuits, particularly
fur experimental work, but Is generally untidy and unnecessarily bulky
for general use. The greater the number of components. the more the
circuit Usembly tends to expand lengthwise, with lots or wasted space.

Direct amembly can be .n atinetiVe alternative where the con,
ponents ate laid out In order on a Fax,. panel. Connections ate made

by twisting appropriate

leads

together, then soldering (cutting off

surplus length of leads where neoemary). larger common .nnections
can be made to a length a 'tinned' copper wire of about 16 s.w.g. laid
flat on the panel. One or two major components. such n atrial cods
and the tuning capacitor, can be secured to the panel, forming an

anchor point for . test of the clrait. Main terminal point, e.g. for
battery connectors, can be famed by 6 -BA brass bolts fitted through
holes drilled at one end of the panel.

Construeted correctly, the result PM . quite Mal and relatively
compact, with . whole ....it quite rigid -Fig. 12.2.
'Overman tree' hyOul it for the experimental or test circuit only; it

follows the same principle of connecting components by twisting and
soldering individual leads together, but without a, attempt to lay
them out flat or mount on a panel. The result invariably looks Petry
messy, bu t it is simple and It win ks-provided leads do
not accidentally

116_

13.1

To, baud. cur be made by mounting nag Ono, on

Pwohn parwi. or

Oroz.111

rearlyorwle.
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touch one another and produce a short-circuit.

Breadboard construction A probably the best fa the m.e serious
experimenter. and can also be used

permanent circuits where overall

12!
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component in position without soldering-Fig. 12.4.1n others the sok

be insetted for common connection. the other lead(s) connecting acre
to further separate strips as required to continue the circuit-Fig. 12.
Some proprietary breadboards have small spring clips fitted send
Individual holes both to provide positive contact and hold tl

out In the form of strips on a flat panel. Ea.
snip ha a number of holes Into which individual component leads.
terminal points are

itte . not Important. It is similar to tatstrip assembly except that 11
cut., NrmyR, as roam.some casos the copper Is la long suip3, walora bd. Mated by

P.eloO sdos pow swioq poupp-old ay In patiosu;Stooq =Hid fesquiJal
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TOLOE=P051110/1

TiNNEO.CO.PER

Copper roar .h 1qUe-agun taitable fol mall circuits.

124. Longer common leads can again be a kngth of tinned cop

wire soldered .tween two.d nat..
A refinement of this is to use a Pazolin panel, and KreW Of 6
small Individual tags

main and common connecting points: the Ion iger
common connections are formed (torn tinned copper wire wide, red
between two tags;
cornmoo connecting points are formed by
separate tags -Pig. 12.7.
The best technique. parti.larly where mlniaturkation of dk circmit

is required. is printed...lit assembly -Fig. 12.8. Printed -circuit stcoak
Invariably purr/lased in panels which can be cut to the overall ssize
required, one fa. of which Is coated with copper foil and the act seal
Al pattern produced by etching. This involves
transferring
drawing of the circuit on to the cccper, coating Al copper area3 Wit tch
ale to remain with a suitable resist, and then uninctsing the panel in
acid bath to etcli or dissolve away the remaining unwanted copper. the

Re. 12S

mist

i

Pdn tedeireurr drawing thy°ut far a pd., Pun srnld,er.

then removed with a solvent, when the PC panel can be

prepated for component assembly by dolling. etc.
All his wink is well within the scope of the amateur enthusiast,
either working from a PC plan or designing a suitable printed pattern
equivalent to a theoretical circuit design, although the tauer can
become quite an involved business. Alternatively. many gambol radio
designs etc., am available as kits 01
component form fa home
ssembly. including a complete PC. teady dolled as necessary; this latter
feature saves a lot of tom and erica, bong a point of design nn which
the kiss experienced construe. Is likely to go wthog. One of the basic
essentials of PC design. m fact. is complete familiatity with component
sites so that mounting holes Of holes for leads properly match the
components to be athommodated, all arranged in logical 01.1, both

physically and electrically. Unlike ordinary MrIng.up. PC conductors
cannot be c '<Med over each other.

The important dung to remember is that the PC pattern has to be
etched in reverse' on the
ode of the PC Mud. Simply nuke a
tracthgof the original thawing of the component layout and connections
and tutu this 1.1W1 to transfer on to the copper ode of dm PC board.
The layout should follow basically the same physical arrangement as

theoretical citcuit. Where this diagram itself seduces atoning
conductors it may well be of considerable advantage to discover if it
can be replanned so thy the. are eliminated. If this proves phyyscthIy
mpthsible, and a soluumt cannot be found by altering the arrangement
of the components, it may be necessary to terminate cotsin con.
mom. on the PC lands and Intetconnoo to cross other lands with an
the

Fig. 12.7

Home...I.:aced

and trin.tiiii
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Insulated jumper wire. 1%1st this may be considered bad design. It
perfectly suitable for one-off or amateur canal.... &RE th mb
too, that components themselves can be used for bridging over adjs.
conductors.
The cunentearrying capacity of conductors varies with foil thic
mess but, since the current values in transistor receiver circuits i
invariably low, conductor size Is unlikely to be critical, althou
recommended

:1;;:argr

figures should be adhered to.

ggir.gmr

Minimum recommended conductor width is a in.. with at least
in. <leer spacing between adjacent conductors to reduce the possIbill
of accidental shorts or 'bridging between them when soldering. T

drawing should also allow fora minimum spacing of at lean

i
Js
between the outside conductor and th<edge of the PC board.
Whets holm have to be drilled to take component kads, 0
diameter should closely matdt the kad size. e.g. with a typical resist
lead of 0.028 in. (22 s.w.g..) the corresponding hole diameter should I

at least h in. or No. 67 drill. Sufficient area of copper land. shoal
be provided around each hole for a minimum width of 4, in. (Fig. 12.9

The hole should be correctly spaced to match component lead
allowing fora 'finger bend' at each end or down the side of tlcomponent, aaading to whether horizontal or vertical assembly is t
be used (Fig. 12.10). The former is to be preferred except where
minimum size panel is aimed at, when vertical mounting of resistor
[IC., will occupy minimum base area. At no point, however. shoal
between adjacent holes be leas than twice the lartrinat
thickness (it. normally not less than i M. on ...thud knonete)
Other points co watch are that where conductors join at an scut
angle they should be faired in with a generous 11Ik t, increasing the are
spacing

lam

sous

;.2iv4M SPAC9.

MIN IO EDGE
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ss.

12.10

Mounona of component. on a gontedorcuti Maid

Vetttcal mount, waists.,

bonded at the joint and making the
copper far less liable to be lifted.
Also. do not leave unnecessarily ,id c
'mg< nt<n1
copper
conductors at theM may be
subAct to excesais< healing and expansion,
with the result that the cop, tenth to lift
front the base. Either
reduce the outline of such areas or relieve the .,y< dies with slots to
be etched away. This is not so impoetant on lowvoltage cueults, but
on

mainaoperated ones no coppet area or mote than about on< N...
Inch should be Aft 'solid'.

Theflystep, having prepared a PC Mawmg, is to cur the laminate

to the required overall sue
ming a fthethoth saw. The copper male<

Ms probably become ',easy and ditty through handling, and so should
now be thoroughly cleaned by washing with a deteigent and Abbing

dry with a clean cloth. If the copper is discoloured througli corrosion,
use a domestic abrasive clear.
bring it up bright cleth.

A test of <leant.. is A

die panel under a lap,copper side up.

and allow water to run AI A A. If the water no.
smoothly over the
wh. area, the surface is clean and grease.frA: ir Isolated
paltheS of

copper stay dry they are still coated with pea. and nAd further
cleaning.

SRaav

Once completely clean the PC pattern is drawn A .Ad on to the
copper. Cellulose paint or resist ink thould then be us. to paint . dl

the land areas. using

USE EILLE1

iFri"
12.9

Recommended ploporUons for conductors, 91.9MS 919

ruling
for straight tines and small brush to
complete the wider sections; the whole of the pattern
may be painted
on, if preferred. although the result
may be somewhat more ragged.
Avoid using too much paint ot teiist as this
may overrun the oudines
bin, at the same tune. make sure that all the
land areas an fully
covered. The painted pane. should then be left to
dry, which may
lake an hour or more with cellulose paint or 10 to 13 minutes with
resisl inks.

a

Ilia

aro. Conttruction
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The solution normally used

etching is fen. chloride mixed soli
a 01,10 hydrochloric acid. or straight dilute Ntr. add. The forrner this
generally preferred dme it dm not I.° as much as the acid alone..

either will be equally elite... This .utirm is poured Into a mitabJe
shallow container. and the laminate immersed N it... of etching sse.
depend on the temperature of the solution and also the degree
agitation. Thus. at a temperature of 10°C a ferric -chloride bath w
etch the copper al
rate of about 1 thou. in 20 m.res-or nearly a
o

hour to etch 3 thou. folk at 20°C the rate of etc.. is increased to
about 10 minutes per thou., and at 35°C
almost twice as 0
again. The rate can also be ..e.ed by gentle aeration, moving 12sc
r

Ls

set

board gently backwards and (inwards in the bath. or gently rocking th.
container to swill the etching solution from end to end.

Etel.g should be allowed to proceed until all tram of copper has
disappeared from the surface. The board can then be removed an
nmed under runn.g water to remove any traces of erchant. The pair
or resist ink covenng the lands Ls then removed either with a solver
(e.g. cellulose ih.ners, fee cellulose paind or e cleaner (0011 inks.
After this. again wash and dry the board; then it is ready for drilling.
Three basic mks must be observed when drilling the PC pane.

(I) Always use a 'hop drill (preferably a new one, or one whit
has been re.thaspened prior to use).

(0) Always drill from the copper side (i.e. copper face up).
(iii) Always use a backing of hard material underneath so Oath
drill point will not tear our a section of the laminate when
breaks through.
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(cored) soldee when no separate Ilux is required: an acid -type flux
should nem° be used on electrical wink as dria will thevitably produce
corrosion.
The bask ruks for good soldering arc extremely sample, although
they are freqwntly ignored. They may be summarised as:

(I) The .11 should be of the right rise and type.
(ii) The iron should be hot enough to melt the solder freely.
(iii) The tip of the lion must W
'tinned. and <ken.
(iv) The work surfaces to be soldered must be clean

and

grcate.froc.

The correct We of iron is important for if too small it will rapidly
lose heat when applied to the work, and if too loan may overheat
adjacent components or be awkward to apply. For PC maernblies
4 -in. bit diameter is about right for general work-not too large, but
large enough to wrin enough heal for more or less continuous work. It
may W awkward to use when soldering up a miniature panel where the
lands are close together, when a iIn. or even
4.1n. bit may be
a

preferred. This smalkr ske will, however, usually lose so much heat in
completing a single joint that it has to be left to heat up again Wfwe It
can be applied to the second joint.
Iron toe is also specified
wattage, but this is more of a remind
taring than anything .by. fcc irons by diflerent manufacturers but of
the same sated wattage can have
considerable Mfferenee
petfccounce, e.g. differences in heating, times and in bit temperature
achieved (and variations in the latter can be as high as 100"C). To avoid
the poseabitily of over -heating, an iron with a rating of more than SO W
a

Drilling may be done with a hand or electric drill, the loiter being 0if
less thing to use when them area large number of holes to be markc.
although the small dee of drill required may lead to a high breakag

should never be used for PC assemblies.

rate unless special care

fora 240A/ nal. a 230/250-V iron would W correct. An iron should
never he operated on a mains voltage below the lowest figure of Its

taken.

Notes on soldering
Electric Irons are invariably used for elecurank.sernbl. together old

rein -coed solder (ix.. solder 0 in the form of a hollow wire .1
die cote filkd .h resin dux). Flame heated 1,011, are not senile..
for they are usually too large and cumbersome. and also do not pernii
good temperature control. Equally. one should always use an elect.

Iron voltage must be matched to the mains voltage available and it is
usual to operate an eketric lion on the middle voltage of the range. e.g..

raWg as in such a case it will not develop its correct bit temperature.
Typically: a good eketric iron will achieve a saturation temperature
of approximately 375"C. The time taken to reach this temperatute will
vary with the size and desirm, but very roughly should be of the order
of wattage divided by four (In seconds). e.g. in the case of a 30.W iron
the bit should reach its maximum or saturation temperature in about
30.4 7i seconds. It should also take sWift one.third or this tune (e.g.

watts divided by

12)

to reach

a

satisfactory bit

temperature

for

Red, COMINCti. for Amateur.

soldering (250°C). although this can readily be judged by trying the
solder on the bit to see if it runs freely.
The minimum bit temperature required for satisfactory soldering is
40°C above the melting point of the solder used, which will vary with
the computation of the solder.
Whether the temperature of the bit is satisfactory 01 not on readily
be judged by the time it takes to complete a joint. This should be not

Remaining lead. can then 4 tem... trAdy to (11 new
CUT Or/

RE hoOta
LEADS

CLEAR
wOLES

CO/ARCAttwi
WLACE

-4

soldered in place to these stub leads. Alternatively. having cut off the
component, each le, can be removed in turn by laying the bp of the
iron on the solder joint (PC aide) and withdrawing the lead with pliers
as soon as the solder has melted. Then, before it has had time to act
again, blow surplus soider out of the hole (fig. 12.12).
TotentOve a component intact usually moans working on one lead at
a time, lifting first one end of the component and then the otherr. This
the

plain side

of the PC panel. The sew component can then .

replaced the safest way to go about such a job is to cut it off, as shown
in Fig. 12.11, leaving stub lengths of the original lead protruding from

fact, be a sticky prom.. If it is a faulty component which is to be
Removing a component which has been mounted on a PC can, in

"'"` "" tR remove a """' eomponem " asadlY
CUT

REPt-ACr

PC panel.

will also tend to 'lift' the cop,

a., from the base material on a

not been made properly, or tiying to unsolder a lead which has been
Motley positioned. This may entail leaving the iron in contact with the
joint fat longer than the 'safe' three Or four seconds, when damage Can
result to the component. EXCelittre heat apphed locally rn tins manner

T. mint .R cause of heat damage is terworking a joint which has
suitable heat sink; or, If these ate
convenient to use, a accoMle clip
ran seem the same purpose (especially if the jaws are fikd flat to
provide maximum surface contact with the lead).

will absorb !scat from the iron rattier than let the full heat flow up the
lead. The jaws of a pair of piers gimping the transistor lead form a
Circuit Construction
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blight clean, with the
completely "wetting' both surfaces. If the
takes
longer
to
make
and/or the solder ho a pasty or dull
joint
appearance, the iron Is not hot enough. If the solder is reluctant to take
or flow over the joint, og collects in blobs rather than spreading out,
then the surfaces are dirty.
Before attempting assembly on a PC booed the panel should always
be ckaned so that the
are bright all over with no dull spots. and
subsequently should not be finger.ma.d by handling. An ordinary
domestic powder cleaner as good as anything by cleaning the PC
lands, used wet m dry, the panel then being rinsed under running water
to remove any trams of thrasive, and dried 011 a clean rag.
Component /aids are normally 'tinned' and therefore in a suitable
state lot soldering. Almost certainly. however, the 'timed' surface will
have become duty of partly corroded during handling and storage and
it is generally recommended to clean
leads unmedlately prior to
assembly and soldering in position. A scrap of fine emery paper Is
excellent for this, simply wrapped around and pulled along the length
of the lead, taking care not to Impose excess mechanical strain:
similarly with tag, etc.
taken In cleaning leads etc., Is usually time
maned, for tine can Men be sure of a satisfactory soldered joint at the
first attempt.
Then them it the question of heat damage to consider. Provided the
joint is completed quickly-i.e. within three og four seconds of
application of the iron-no component is likely to suffer heat damage.
This even applies to transistors which ate normally rated to withstand
continuotu application of a soldering bit no closer than In. from the
bare fora period of up to ten seconds without damage. Thus If all goes
well and soldered joints ate completed quickly and neatly, It LI seldom
necessary to worry about heat damage.
It is still, however, commonly recommended that a 'hot sink'
should always O used on each lead of a transistor when soldering in
position. A heat sink. basically. Is a mass of ecoducUng material which

12.12

more than thro to four tooth. and the resulting joint should by

Fig
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is not always possible when the component is mounted on rigid leads or

tags, generally demanding working on pairs of tags at a time and
gradually levering the component upwards. This usually entails considerable risk of overheating the component and of 'lifting' the PC lands
if too much heat is applied to the tag side.
A trick which often helps in removing a rigidly mounted component,
such as an IF transformer, is to heat the tags and remove the solder
with a suitable stiff -bristled brush. This is repeated on each tag until the

component is sufficiently loosened to be prised free. It is important,
however, to avoid splashing excess solder on to other parts of the PC

13 FETs AND ICs

board.
Unless obviously faulty, transistors or diodes should not be removed

from a PC board once assembled, as the possibility of permanent
damage resulting is high. If imperative that they should be removed
(e.g. if they have been connected up wrongly), a heat shunt should
always be used (e.g. a pair of thin -nosed pliers gripping the lead
between the transistor body and the PC board).

Where the board itself is damaged-e.g. foil has come unstuck
through excessive local heating-loosened lands can usually be stuck
back again by carefully heating the foil with the soldering iron and then

pressing in place on the board until the adhesive has reset. If not, the

Field-effect transistors (FETs) have a construction, and characteristics,
that differ from conventional junction transistors. Their behaviour, in
fact, is more like that of a triode valve, although retaining the characteristic low -power requirements of a transistor.
The electrodes of an FET are designated gate, source and drain with
the following approximate equivalents:
FET

Transistor

Triode valve

Gate
Source
Drain

Base

Emitter
Collector

Grid
Cathode
Anode

loose land may have to be stuck down with an application of a
general-purpose domestic or epoxy adhesive.
Mechanical damage to PC boards can be repaired by bridging breaks

or cracks in the copper lands with 'jumper' wires soldered in place.
These can be plain 'tinned' copper wire, but if a longer jumper is
required which passes over adjacent lands, either insulated wire should
be used or the wire length fitted with insulating sleeving. All repaired
areas should then be coated with clear lacquer for protection.
Where a PC board is quite extensively damaged, or needs to have a
number of components changed, it is usually more satisfactory in the
long run to scrap the original board and start again with a new one; and
preferably new components, rather than to try to salvage all the original
ones, as these may be damaged in the process of removal from the 'old
board.

The standard symbol for an FET differs from that of a conventional
transistor, with the gate carrying an arrow, which points outwards for a
P -channel FET and inwards for an N -channel FET-Fig. 13.1. The
general rule is that the polarity of the drain supply is negative for a
P -channel FET and positive for an N -channel FET.
A simple regenerative receiver based on two P -channel FETs is

shown in Fig. 13.2. This is adjusted for
optimum working by the
GATE

DRAIN

GATE

SOURCE

DRAIN

SOURCE

P -CHANNEL

N -CHANNEL

Fig. 13.1 Symbols for the two basic types of field-effect transistors (FETs).
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trimmer capacitor C3. L and CI area conventional aerial tuned circuit
with tapping point.
Fig, 13.3 shows a typical arrangement for an FET amplifier stage.
This could be added on to the receiver circuit to provide amplification
which should be sufficient to power a small loudspeaker.

I ntegrated circuits
Integrated circuits (ICs) are one of the latest products of modem
electronic technology -small integrated citant modules in which a
compkte circuit duplicates the perfoonance of perhaps a down or

13.1
FETs.

Orcult 26. Simple repersers0ee r#ewse eds. hbannel

FETI. FET2. 2N3814.2N5437, or altellas

C1.0-300 pF

RI.22 k

C2.1 el 10 pF
C3.50 pF

R2.410
R3.22 k
R4. 10k
RFC. 10 odi

G. 0.010

C5.8 or 100

more active devices (e.g. Iransistoia and diodes) and a umilar number of
passive components (e.g. resistors and capacitors) M a silica 'chip' only a
few millimetres aqua..
Depending on their design function. ICs m, be used as a complete

31, or logic element N a circuit; of, more usually, associated with a
number of conventional
components to complete the Cif0Jit.
Fig. 13.4, for example, shows the equivalent circuit diagram of one IC
(Siemens TAA 861), and Fig 13.5 the incorporation of that particular
IC Ina 4-W amplifier.

WWwi

F. 1).3

BkYe AF knplNW sircoll wins k Pshaandd FET. RI
do redator; R2 asul C slabillkbag load; R3 dn. minor.

13.4

Sxment TAA 861 Intepafal gnvll logo., with

dispam of equirakni eigcult-I.e. embracing Hgbf trantiatort and

Rs.° Construction for AMraMT
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Appendix 1
Broadcast Frequencies (Kilohertz)
RADIO 1
KADIO 2
RADIO 3

limn° 4
Condi 2Z Smmens
Z161
p. used in a complete
extetnal components. Thu cunt
mtoally that of a
6-W ampldim. Ruda off 12. 20 V
Ftg. 13-S
estewt

370,4.

-56

.05

w -Mr.

Birmingham
Brighton
Bournemouth
Bristol
Derby
Humberside
Lxioesier

16 -PM

11mENSPon

mmimEt RES

rip 13.6

Example of outlines of tvpical Ws.

Examples of outline appearance of some typkal IC, are given in
Fig. 13.6. They are .s mounted by plugging Sato IC holden, which
are normally designed for mountMg on PC boards.

Integrated circuits are not necessarily ex.nsne, e.g. flan a little
50p upwards, dependmg . typ and compkalty, arid they offer
an interesting new field of ex.nmenr foe the amateur constructor.
OW I

hLanufacturers of 1C$ 110Mlay proMdc suggested applications for then

Yana. types.

(1,500M).200
(464 m). 647
(434 m), 692
(330 m),908
(285 rn), 1.052

1208 m).1.456

BBC LOCAL RADIO STATIONS

0180 mot
0.500

RADIO

(247 m), 1,214

Medway

Nottingham
Oxford
Solent

Swindon
Stoke

Torquay

(medium wave)

(206 m), 1,456
(202 m). 1,484
(202 m), 1,484
(194 m), 1.546
(269 m), 1,115
(202 rn). 1.485
(188 m), 1,596
(290 m). 1,034
(197 ni), 1,523
(202 m), 1,484
(301 in). 997
(188 m), 1,596
(224 m), 1,340
(200m), 1,500
(202 m). 1,484

Note. poly a sekceen of local radio maim, broaelcouna nn Re
medium wine are hued hem Look up somas .111,11 you en likely
lo IIKViVt in your palmier wea in the Re..
which Ihu
local radio matinee for each of the main ateo m whet, tt rs dieributet
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Appendix 2
Suppliers
Despite

the

very considerable (and investing) interest in

amateur radio consuuctIon, the days when every town had
local radio shop stocking components seem to have

its

passed. For the majority of amateur construct., the

best

source of supplies is usually from a ',serialist mail.ordet firm.
Fortunately there area good number of these-and their
service is mutually very good. The bigger firms also produce
quite tlabsrate catalogues, which in themselves ate a useful

costing from 25p upwards, usually refundable
against a specific older for components. etc.
The best reference fot checking on such films, their

reference.

curtent addresses, putt of catalogue, etc., is a current copy
of one of the radio or electronic journals, each issue normally
contains
dtv.en Of more sthvoisements from component
suppliers. The list .low is merely an abridgement, and quite
a

incomplete.

Henry's Radio Ltd, 303 Edgware Road, London W2 BW
Home Radio Components, 240 London Road, Mitcham,

Surrey CR4 3.
LST Components, 23 New Road, Brentwood, Essex

Electrovalue Ltd, 28 St Judea Road. Englefield G.
Egham, Suney

BsPrt.Pak, 222-224 West Road, WestcliffonSea, Essex
SSO 9DF

Watford Electronics, 35 Cardiff Road, Watford, Hens
Telesadio Electtonics, 325 Fore Street. London 53

.ke a note here of (millet addresses you may find:
The Hyde, London NW, 611
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Lasky's Radio Ltd. Unit 4, T. Hyde Industrial Estate,
CT Electronics, 267 Acton Lute, London W4 SOG
Alaplin Eleettonic Supplies. PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex

Sums.,"
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Bit tompersture, 1.

Abut. ckanet. 103
Acid,Yie nu, 105

Blockine, 62

Bleadboasd construction,/
Bo:Aboard units, 98

Active demon. 111

Amu', 8, 19
tnnuning. 31
tuning coL 16 et Seq.
AF stuptillor. 37,11

Btondcatt frentiencim. 113
Btoldeatt gallon. 5
But tor. 100

AP twos., 22

Capacitance, 13

AU -cored co.. 27

Cepacithe ottplIns, 60

Au dklMrk,E9

Copsatoo. 9. 85 et teg.

assn.. 91

Aknament. 51.73
Ampules Imps), 14

ccrantipthic, 86
conminplote, 86

11, 21, 23. 37

chancierlsOcs, 91
colour codes. 88

Amptilist. 2. 35.62

Ft1.111
IF, 70
Amplitude. 3
modulotIon IAMI. R
Antrlog. 85
Audio frequency, 6.62

Capatity ...e.

Audio p.m output. IS

Clan A output, 42, 77

Autodyne (=gooney dump., 73

Class AB operation, 43
Clam B operonon. 43
Class B output. 77
Coil. 9
calculations, 17

Cartmn-trock ,C13110111.7t. 82-3

Cont.= paint. 103
asoke-copmeitonot coupling. 63

C.i.f..< layout. 97

1111.12111C la. control (AGO. 69
Bute, 93

Book araphlin. 35

forme, 65
upping potnts. 18
Collector, 93-4

Basic crystul set. 19
Bssic quantities, 13

8../0 capacitors, 91
Bin Wool.. 48 If up.

Cobut RAM 1..1, 80 -1
capacitor, 88

Bial fViSIOC. 35
117

119
bledlunveave coll. 30 -2

Medium ...Pekes!, 6
MePpbom, 2
Meta111rt. rector, 79

Rlneed dndls, 22 202
tomentins oareponable 103
Proprietary breadOomb. 08
2

Matd-ornele readers. 79

..1.910.1.9.41-4,61

Musephonc, 2.7

Q. 30

MO 60.01,90

Minutiae cap.., 86
Mher, 69. 71.73-/
Modal:dice. 7, 9

Moulded cub. Imelda. 79
Mylar caper:bora. 86

N.Mannel. 109

Nitric a...

Ne,o....tura. 87
N.per Intr.«, 51.95
Mtn, 13
Quallation, 59
Orollator, 23

Outline Nape, transistors. 92. 94
ICr. 112

Output. 42 et re.
transformers. 43-6

12.nt91m, 13
Queoch. 61

frequency. 62

Radio 1,113
Reel. 2, 113
Radio 3, 20, 113
Radio 4. 20, 113
ltadkefrequency cboke (RFC). 63
Radio.frequency sues,
Rube waves. 6
Rego of 6161..104

Roam.. 64
Amer.., 21
Reflex receivers, 58. 62 arse.

Reeenerstion. 58.60
Raxenerntive receiver, 38 .9.7

Remo.* cornooneati, 107

Reelrecored wider. 104
Pchanned, 109

Red, 103

Paper tubular capacitor, 85

R.trance, 3, 13, 25
Ralston. 79

pea. components. 111

Pasobn. 17..
PC board, 94. 101 et rep
PC pattern, 103

colour code. 79-80
tolerance, 80-I
Resonant frequency. 9

Peg board..

RF canter,

Plastic delecenc. 91

RF trannttott, 41

Prep bandied, 50. 95

RFC .1. 65

Pdarlty of trent:Won. 95

Po.. apxant, .7

Pelyearbonate equator, 87
Polystyrene orroc8948,6
Potentiometer. 47, 82
Power tame, 79

Po., trannuors. 94
Peabined transfamen. 71
Iheatnollnee, 41
Preferred number, 81 2
Prellxas. 14
Pressure wawa. 1

Saturation tonne/dm.% 105
Sdectenty, 25, 38, 71
Sodded. 85
Sensitivity, 58. 61

2

Sborl wanbend. 6
Slbral generator, 74
Silica 'chip'. 1I
Slhcon erode, 17
Silicon &nor I tamer ora. 92
1

Stlicon hang., 51, 92 rl
Silvered mica opaciter, 86
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Simple rece.r. 11

Tnniformer tat.. 46

S.s of nnistort.79

Transfotmerlemoutpat, 77

Simi of solder., irons, 105

Tem.. arapBOat, 35 er

Sleletly. potentiometer. 84-5
seq.
.1dering. 104
non firm IPS

Sobel dick., 90
Sound wives, I. 7
Source. 109
Speed+.

1

Spoil of Nabs,. 6

Speed of who mom, 5

Sq.. kr, 91
'squeal'. 59
Squep8Mg.62

Stabduation. 49
Stabllited circuit. 39

Trot.. ea/cubtion+. M
Tea.. connection, 96
Transistor ay+. art, 22
Tran.tor lead mafiguretions, 93
rarrii's:172'2''. 1;8. 932 n eedTrawler bond, 31
TM' 1 elVIVel. 54 et seq.
Trinanam capacitors, 90- I
Tubular mantic capacitor+, 86
Tuned circuit. 9. 11. 15
Tuning, 20
capacitors, 89

nine, 25

Stages. ampltileis, 37 a seg.

TV a.19

Standard IF frequencies,

Two-time arriph.r. 39

Standard tr... 13

TYPca of tordstors. 79-80

Strength of mond warts. 2
Superb. front cod. 71- 2
Supmbet receiver. 69

Supeeregenemine rem., 61
Supphem. 114

Symbols, 13-14

Ty boards, 96
Tag stop. 17. 96

Tantalum badcapacitor+. 87
Tantalum operator+. 88
Tapping pdnit. 24m seq.
Telepbone. ample, I
Terminal strip+. 94
ThrePstage reflex. 66

Time corium, 62
Tinning. 106

Tone mood, l6
Topbeal. 31
Trandorrner coupling. 33-4
Tram/Omer drive, 77

capacitor. 17. 25, 89
Variable rethieta, 82
VHF. 8
Volt..< Ma+, 49
Voltage doubling. 24

Vdnpe,

" "ln moms, "

Volume con.l. 40
Wattege, aoldarMe nom, 105

11.0. 11
Wavelength,

W. set.. 8

3Viremainut ..tiorneters, 82
WItperound ,.tun.
Wireleni.

Wiring .netioria. potentiometers,
85

.nission, 93
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A bookthat =line& Calera for both the aCeolute beginner and**
with some experience. Practical and comprehensive. it sets out the theolV df.
radio tiansrrission, describes working components and ciroult constructioti
and provides over 30 war king circuits. The comprehensive coverage of the
design and construction of easy.lo-make receivers Is based on reodiry,

available modern components and includoS Particuldth, clew clesalPliens
these components and how to identify and use them.
The treatment is essentially practical throughout. enabling the hobbyist or
doit-yourself enthusiast with no previous knowledge of radio or electronics to
fonow the circuits described and to get them working. The radio *cowers.

ranging from crystal sets to superhets. are of basically simple constructiOn, yet
there is plenty of scope for experiment Advice IS given on how to follow up and
design yOle own circuits on similar lines (eg experimenting with different
component values). which makes this book of Interest to any amateur radio
enthusiast and to anyone taking scientific or technical courses In secondary
schoolsand technical colleges.
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